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Getting Star

Registration Br. Jude Schmitt. one o f the
computer w iLards . sets up passwords for
students during regi~tration.

My first day at Subiaco Academy. the first day of
a new life for me. and I was confident that it would be
all a change for the better.
I woke up early on the morning of August 1--1.
knowing that this wa!-. the day I went to Subiaco. I was
nervous but excited too. for I knew in the end
e\;erything would be all right.
Thing\ had not 1oitaned out terribly well that
morning. I had spent a lot of time during the night to
make la,1 preparations and to make sure all of my
supplies were ready. At 2 in the morning. I reali1:ed I
wa..1- missing shampoo. detergent laundry soap. and
lint paper so 1 had to wake up even earlier to get to
Wal-Mart before heading to Subiaco. Two miles down
the road I realized I had left behind a !-iuitcase. Later.

--'"'--_j•

Backpackless Halls The new cuslOm was tha1
backpacks mus1 not Ji uer the hall s during lunch.
Dy lan Ford (8) learns about the heavy book load
he must now carry.

words heard
on the first day of school

when I was already at Subiaco. I realized I had
forgotten my pillow.
Laler al Subi and in Lhe regisLration line. the first
person I met up with wru. my friend from Scouts. Only
minutes later I saw my friend since elementary school.
Seeing the familiar faces made me feel beuer aboul the
day.
Though my room on the third floor was not what I
expected. it was nolhing to be downtrodden about as I
met my room-mate and discovered he was a preny
cool guy. By the lime my grandma lefl, I felt like I had
become part of the brotherhood.
I had heard many alumni of Subiaco 1:,ay Lhe be1it
year1i of their lives were at Subiaco, and I was certain
that this would be the case wilh me. I fell destined 10
be a pan of Subiaco.

WOW! There 's a kid from Russia
here!
Where's Wardlaw?
Man! We've got to eat outside! It's
too hot!
You got a cup I can use?
What happens if I don't?
Do I have to?

sron· by Homer Brooks ( /OJ

Homework? We have homework?
Those bells are too loud. I can't
sleep at night.
Where's Fr. Tim's office? I want out
of this class.
Do we have to go to Mass?
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Guillermo Rodrigue1: (8)

The fiN da) of..chool I wa\ ,cry
nerrnu\ bccau-,c this would be the
liN time I \aw my father lea, ing
"ith me knowing I would not -,cc
him for a long period of time.

Au~tin \1oreau ( 10)
I could tell that the cla:.~\
here ,\ere going 10 be a lot
harder than the public
..chooh I \\Clll 10. I gue~.s that
just shm,,.ed that this 'iCl10ol
really i~ built for academics.

Br. Joe Heath help<, Sam Broob ( I:?/ with U.S. hi'>IOI")' during \!Udy hall. The new program tha1 ha<.
tca..:hc:n. an the dorm\ enable, ,1udenb to get more help with their homc1.1.ork. Con,er.ation,. on .1ny
,ubJcct matter• CK."Curred. Thi, new addition to the evening rouune wa., a ,ucce,, for both thc: teacher,
anJ the '>IUdc:m~.

p living
Given time, many changes
wind up being "not so bad."
At first students and
teachers balked at the
disruption to the routine of
the evening schedule.

The

Point System
Points awarded
Schriver Award-25 pis.
Sr. High Athletics- begin season
5 pts. ; finish 25 pts.
Quiz Bowl- begin season 5 pts. ;
finish 25 pts.
8th or 9th athletics- begin season
5 pts.; finish 20 pts.
Choir or Jazz Ensemblefull participation 20 pis.
Random acts of kindness- 15 pts.
Honor roll- 15 pts.
Faculty list- 8 pts.
lntramurals- 5 pts. per event
Giving blood- 5 pts.
Club participation- 3 pis.per quarter
Community service- 2 pts. per hour
Attendance at non-mandatory
games- 2 pts.
Spirit Week participation- 1 pt.
event
Non-class functions- 1 pt. per
function

As a new po licy lhi s year study hall
started at 7:30 and ended at 9:00. This longer
study hall period was meant to give more
structured time, more time 10 calm down from
a long day al sc hoo l. As an added bonus most
Tuesdays and Thursdays 1eachers were in the
dorms 10 supervi se s1udy hall.
Having the tcachen. in t..he dorms had its
pros and cons. When it comes lo needing help
with math , sc ience, or history there was
nothin g better tha n a teacher with a \mart
mind. Senior Jimmy Ko said. ·· Having the
teachers in the dorms i:,, not that bad: it actua lly
gives me a chance to get help if necessary:·
Teachers found this time an opportunity to
interact with the students after hou rs. Most
teachen. had never had a chance to go to the
dorms and exp lore the dorm life. Math teacher
Mrs. Dianne Hart said. "Being in the dorms
wm, a new experience for me. It was my first
time so Coach Pugh gave me a tour around the
dorms:·
This new study hall opened up a whole new
world to some teachers and facuhy members.
Business office manager Glen Constantino
said. '·When you watch t..he news all you tend
to see is all of the wrong and hate that is
happening in the world but being in the dorms
and watching the kids get along and help each
other out with homework really gave me a
warm feeling on the inside:·

Points deducted
Expulsion- 100 pts.
Voluntary withdrawal- 100 pts.
Suspension- 50 pts.
Discipline board- 25 pts.
Spot room check- 25 pts.
Academic ineligibility- 15 pis.
Saturday detention- 15 pts.
Lunch detention- 1 pt.
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"I ltl,.c: the teacher- [in the
donm). lncy .uc not u<. wic1
a.-. 1hc dean .1nd they ,1ho
6 help~ Wllh homev.ori,..

Hethinhhavingthe

1cuchcn.around i'>bencficial

1f you are ha\ing tr0ubk in
ll\UbJCCI.

" I cnJO)' h:i\mg the tca1.:her.
in the dorm'>, ,o that we:
don't ha\e the dean,

breathing dov..n our 1hroa1,."

Ille !cache~ arc helpful bu1 nol
enough to hcnerit me.-

benefi1 ofhcing able 10 have
tcachc~ help me in the
dorm~. I 1hinl,. ti great."

1,

HunlcrShanh{l2l
"I fill upmy glai.">
with Fania 'til the
foamrcache,.,lhe

1/3 )ellov.
Pm\,emde. 1/3 blue
Powcracle. 1/6
lemonade or pink
lemonade, and

IRON

oplional 1/6 of

Fanta.

stomachs
or

having just one very crowded
ln':.tead
lunchroom. lunch was divided into two
pericxh. Half the s1udems wem 10 lunch a1
11 ::!O and re1umed 10 classes at 11 :55.
The la1e lunch group ate al 12: IO and
were back in classes a1 12:-+5.
··1 like the new schedule because I don't
ha\'e to wait in line as long and I can
aclUally get a drinking cup:· said Aaron
Flake (9).
Even though the lunch period was
,horter (last year it was a ➔0-minute
period). there was less rush and less
\\-aiting in line. Underclassmen no longer
missed out on the seconds bar.
Wi1h the change in the lunch schedu le.
many cliques were lorn apart. Sitting and
chauing \\-ilh friends at lunch was always
a way for the student1i 10 interact and have
fun .
.. , like the shorter lines but I los1 some
my u1iual lunchroom buddies:· said

or

Allen Hamson I 11 ).
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Congratulations, Nathan Frederick

Rian Stcnhcrg ( 111
Jack~on Hom 11il

Ranch+ra,·ioli

Ca.,scl Ruic 19). 0-.micl Dunham (8), and l lumer Shank." (12)cnjo) 1he
lovel)' , ite, and the beautiful v.utcror Hnlf Bu,hel

Half Bushel has been an Academy retreat
for what seems like forever. A rite of
passage in the spring, a cool down in the
heat of August, it has called boys to its
ledge, beckoning them to come on in .

W11hm 45 miles ol Subiaco are ¼lint' <.pcc.1acular ltlCIIC\ for h1llng and enjoying the :ibundam wildlife of ArLu~. A trip
IO Lale Dardilncllc L, a ,w.nJard Y.CC~cnJ act1\o'ity. TIIO\C more m.h·cnlurull!> mi~hl go bcyood Lake Dardnnelle :md try.:.,
hiking or canoeing tnp
.\~un Swee[. Elijah Hele.I, Z:u,.: Boyer nod Rohen Elder vi~ited Pt::111 Jean m Ult= early foll

One fine earl y Septembe r aflemoon. a minibus of
Acade my student!> pulled alongside Sorghum Holl ow dirt
road. 15 minme, fro m Subiaco and lei loo~e 12 boys to
discover the coolnes.s and beauty of a swi mming spot known
a.,;, Half Bushel.
Nex t year•~ stu den l~ may no longer enjoy this quaint spol
as plans are to turn much of that area into a lake to provide a
water source fo r nearby Pope and Yell counties.
Many students have fond memories of the place. •·11 was
nice and cold whe n I we n1 in the middle of the winter wi th Fr.
Hugh.'" J.P. Thoma, ( 11) said.
Alec Rhea ms ( 11 ) remembers another Lh ri ll of the place. •·1
jumped from Lhc cli ff20 times. It was so ama1ing ...
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mom to v.ntc.h h1, pole bt."1:au~

he wa., 1trtd. HI! Ml !!.!tlccp
and <:,he cnught an eight puund
catfish

The wee~end hcforc ..chool. de-,pitc
being 5ick and throwing up. he
went lhhing. 1-k ,tud, a good fi'-h,
ben1 01;c.r lo hp II and threw up
ms1de LL'i (1pencd mouth.

He nnd a friend ~pent the nigh1
lhhing on P1)n(:e lnlc.1 south of
D:1)'ton11 Beat:h. As the current
pmhcd them m. lhcy caught
j(lCk nftcr JIiek, ench giving a
gre:11 fight. A\ 1hc fi~h ~topped
bllin~, the \Un c-.tme up

Me and my friend Sammy.
e\-ery year we gn amund
Arkan~, Nuclear I in
Dcccmhcr. The fish like to
May around the wam1 water.
We caught 72 i,tripcr ba!.~.

Subiaco, Ark.
479-934-4201

The laundry room i_<, a common place for di5ordcr and misplacement for clothe<,. There i<, alway~ someone picking up
someone else\ clothe, - on accident. of cou~. A clean laundry room worh best,.,, hen there are two people doing laundry.

Washroom

The Chores That Make You Mad!!

Dont let any one fool you: it's not all fun
and games around here. There is work to
be done.
Freshman Abe Alexander vacuums the hallway for being
late 10 brcakfa\t one morning. For being late to breakfast
or any community event, student!> are required to do job<.
assigned by dean-. and designed to gi\'C <,er,..ice to others.

Coming to Subiaco for the first Lime can be very
difficult. bul coming as a new student and nol ever having
done your own laundry just make:,, it wor!-.e.
Eighth grader Dylan Ford said. " Laundry i\ ea.!,y a"' long as
you don't lei it pile up." Dylan grew up helping his mother
with the laundry so he knew what to do.
Then there were some Lhat did not have a clue what 1hey

Cas,;cl Rule folds hi-. laundry fresh out of the dryer.
Ca.-...cl ,aid. ~ I fold m} laundry right out of the dryer
so that they do not wrinkle, like they would if you
put them in your clothes bag and carried it to your

had to do. They relied on modern 1echnology and a liu le
help from mom. Fellow eighth grader Elijah Hekel said. " I
had to call my mother over the cell phone to m,k her how to
do m) laundry."
A.., the\e two sLUdents show there is a lot

or diversity at

Subiaco Academy.

Favorite CHORES

r a sur"cy or 50 .,,mJcnh)

Teac

Plenty to do ... and the tlille . .. ?

the Benedictine wiue of ork
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Joe Chanoine ( 10) clean-. his room before
,tudy hall w that the 1eachers believe he ha.s
the best room on the noor.

Logan Manley (9) wke~ the
tra~h out for hi~ weekly
chore<,. "Takingthetrn\h
is one of the wnr..t job-.
'cau~c I ha\'C to walk all the
way down from 3rd noor
10 get to the dump~ter."

Aaron Flake (9) makes hi., bed on a
Wednc,day morning so that he docs no1
receive a gig.
Zach Yielding and Mau Tr.in discu'>s the
need 10 keep noors; clean.

I Members of the photography octiHI) period Ihm met in the lir..t ~ason
)(
occ~ionally Y.ent ou1 into the field to take phmm. They then met in the computer
clas,room to edi1 p~o,, and learn PhmoShop technique,;. Kevin Lee wa!, caught
Y.Or\..ing on his assignment to tn\..c pholO!i. while others cnJoyeJ 1he cool of I lalf Bushel.

The goal was to keep students
involved; the end result was
bragging rights and burgeoning
talents.

At the beginning of the
football -.ea!,Ofl. the Fort Smith TV station
KFSM ~igne<l on Uriel Medina f 10) ru. a
'>tringcr. He attended game,;. u:,oli. pictures
from the ,ideline, then po~ted hi~ be,;t !i.ho~
on the ~1a1ion'!i. Y.eb page.
Nothingbea.b
boredom on a hot Augu!i.t or September
aftcnoon li\..c a vis11 to the pool. A game of
Y.ater polo p1b Johathon Sea\er ( 12)
again~t \ larqui\ Walters (10). The obJCCt
of the game Y.a\ 10 throw the ball into lawn
chair. on the north and '°4.ith ~ides of the
\hallow end of the pool.

From 3:30 to 5 two days of 1he week.
off we we nt to do someth ing. anythi ng but
wai t fo r the dorms to open or overl oad the
computer lab with game pl ay ing.
In the fi rst te n weeks, six acti vities
were avai lab le for the nearl y fi fty stude nts
not in vo lved in a seasonal sport or regular
group meetings such all Qui z Bow l and
c hoir.
The hi king group visited such spots as
St. Michae l's Pond and St. Peter's Chair;
the stained glass class created some brigh t
and stunning works: the photographers
learned techniq ue and Photoshop ski ll s:
the ping pong players kept the rec room
roll ing; Chinese art members learned some
of the Chinese al phabet while pai nting a
special Chinese paper ca ll ed xuan.
James Pilkinton of the hi king acti vity
said. "I li ke bei ng outdoors. Hal f Bushel I loved it. h was a wonderfu l getaway
spot. " Some hi kes were simply around the
farm while others were to t.he three lakes
and the quarry.
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Nathan Frederick ( 12)
enjoy~ the challenge of thi~
indoor activity.

In the chc<,<, nc1ivi1y period.
Elijah I Id.cl (8) and Mar,hall
Gnge(9)trythc1r<,kill,.

Jin Ho Jang ( IO) and Soon Seung
( 11) adju~1 light placement ;1<,
they photograph a gla\\.
It proved a difficult a\,ignment.

Nevcraccu..c the choir
,tudenh of not havi ng fun.
Oneofthcir:1ctivi1icsfcaturcd
im,Lruction in yoga.

Subiaco, Ark.
934-4500

•
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TOP10

°CARS

The American love affair for cars
and trucks did not escape the boys
on the Hill

1 Chevrolet
2 Ford

Car\ for the boarding students at Subiaco may not
eem very important. but don't tell that to
,ophomore Robert Crotty who received a '68
Camaro for his fourteenth birthday.

4 Dodge
5 Toyota
6 GMC
7 Mercedes-Benz
8 Nissan
9 Jeep
1OVolkswagon

When Robert broughl the car home. he had $3000.

done:· said Robert. ··11 was supposed to take two
weeks. but when it arrived home -Oh my God!- it
\\ilS glamorous medal nake blue with white ,;;tripes.
Ju,t beautiful!"

35 students were polled about their
favorite automobile manufacturer.

Subiaco Farmers
Cooperative
Subiaco, Ark.
934-4207

Mr. Rex
Breed

riding a
motorcycle."

3 BMW

so he and hjs dad bought pans like a 2•inch cowl
induction hood. a spoiler for the front and back. a
Yenko ,tripe kit. and mher things.
"Needle,,;; to o;;ay that I had SO when I got done. It
h:ld taken nine months for the paint shop to get
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"There are three
things that
bring me peace.
One of these is

Keon Walters (12)
"1was In the
passenger seat in
my friend's truck

when we were on a
dirt road and we hit a

dip and the car
flipped over and I
went through the
windshield.•

es

For ,., 0 mc the talk and the pride are not ,o much about the \·chicki1<;elf but what j<, in~idc. Nnmcly: !he <,terco ,y,tcm. Allen
llarri,on (11) drive, n Mi1,ub1<,h1 fal1p,c, In h1, tni~k. though.
i<, his re:11pride. H1, \)'<,tcm h:h ti l(X)()-\\:lll amp w11h 11-inch
i,ubwoofcr..

hard
. ·t
on sp1r1
I 0:".E BAD TOSS It only took one bad lO\'i or too tight of a
,;qucc,c to eliminate a team in the egg IO~'i. All the or the,;c
unJcrclJ.,.,mcn advanced 10 the next round of tos~, u~ they
caught the lir-t throw oflhe event. Seniof'> Sam Brook,;, and
Ben Colben wem on 10 wm the event.

Pep rallies give some fine
moments, defining class leaders
and giving vent to creative
energies.

::!. ROLLl~G WITH THE FLOW James Pilkinton and

Pauid, Wl'.igant J..eep the rhythm. ,tepping in anJ out,
twisting and turning. laughing through II all.

1. HE'"S RU:,,. THE COURSE Michael (}.cpa. de,pitc an
curlier bad ankle. pulled through for the junior da.,~ and
placed the fa"tc,t time for the ob,;,tade cour,e evcm.

"If every class paper was like
preparing for a skit, I'd ace them. "
said a senior class leader. "L've spent
hours working on this paper." he
continued. rattling into the air the
handwrimen scrawl detailing the
actions and dialogue for the pep rall y
to be held for Homecomi ng.
That assembly featured a skit from
all five classes, the first time ever fo r
the eighth graders and onl y the econd
time ever for the ninth graders.
Class leaders and theatrica l nair
are often spotlighted in these skits.
Some highli ghts of this year's skits
were a nying body. Steve lrwin, a
runaway Trojan horse, an ambulance
escape and slow motion replays.
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d

ne~
uilplug
The best week of chool has to be
SPIRIT WEE K with it igns of schoo l
unity, competition and fu n.
With a promise of pizza and points for
houses. studencs cook on the Dress Up days
wich gu to. le eemed every one had a
favorite sports team on Tuesday as few
students could be found in regular dress.
The ceam support ranged from M . Alane
Freerksen's Flying Turbo Wea el Deach
Squad 10 Luis Zertuche's support for a polo
ceam back home. The be,1 adorned.
perhaps. were che Razorback fans including
Mrs. Dianne Han.
True cowboys, ii seems. are a rare breed
as many confused I-shirts or untucked a nd
unbuctoned shirts as cypical garb for
cowboys. Boots and hacs (caps don' c
qualify. ya'II!) and even a pair of chinks did
shine on this day.
The imaginacions - and colors - ran wi ld
with miss matched day.

The tradition of creating and
diliplaiying po~te~ i.., a favorite -

'iometime<., only in hindsight for

those experiencing it for the first
lime. For ,enior-,, it was a lime to
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STAND BACK A\'D \\ATCH Three oft~
youn!! men. P:itrick Lea,cy. Daniel Dunham
and Zach Yielding. tool. their boo\ and joined
the crowd of on-lool.c....,, curious to see if any
among them had any mlcnt in making po~1crs.

'.\'0 POSTER '.' 011 '\O! Twenl}'-rhc pushup-. or a po,tcr? Skylar Greene, an eighth

gr.1dcr. opted ClUI of 3 f)O\ICr and pulled OUI the

required pu~h-UP'• under ~me dure-.s from

,enior Nici- Powell.

at the TOP
1

JmL«anJJ,,,c,ml.ttmigh1hcah11k:hc-.itar11.II.\

,<lodofc,1)'bo),fromScoltl.bu11he)100find1hc

lraucy of the .... m111n<lmJ! c.u11n~,1di: ,n,r•m•i
T~111onha.sthc...,noorfoot1Mllpht)cn,:1,mi;
1hc: pep tali ;11 pi:,p ,-11,c«. On Scml'I" /1.igtu pep
r.11l),all1cnrl;1}c"l""'"'up.md1Klmgthc:sc
n,c: \hdli1Clfi,t1er.J1-...ht>m.Jcre1muh

(j,c~lman. Echan 11.1.11:"CWUIJ allil

3

r~u,.,.,frornhcrc

The ,enior-.' ye;1r \tan\" 1th a bang as
Senior Ring ceremony unite\ them for the
lir.t lune. Ith one of the two or three time!>.

along ,,1th the retreat and gmdua1ion. that the
"hole cla.s, gch 1ogcthcr
Abo,e'. Byong Goo Zee. Baro Jun and
ParJ..cr Par!.. take in the j,!loric, of a cool lme
\ummer day and the ,ighh and ',OUnd of an

Acildcm) pep mlly. Not much can beat one
of the~ end~ 10 a ,, eek

a~ro Jun

Onc,ol1hcrrca1c...i,1c"',thcAcll<l<,m)'ufkr<,"
fn>m ai.,p1ho, s~n, pl~nk ofthl' M~m Bu,IJmg
ScnioYthN.'fk:;i&r< o~nny "h11<e. Cath:il Ciilmon:
and\11~hac1K.a,ban.mha,cab1~,c,1e,.,ofr,cp

Mason Branch

T hese past four years have been amazing. I
would like to thank my friends for making
these past four years the best. I would also
like to thank all of my teachers and deans
for putting up with me, all the coaches for
helping us get to the playoffs, my parents
for letting me come here, and finally God
because without him nothing is possible .

Sam Brooks

Joshua Burt
Thank you, Subiaco, for happiness through four consecutive years In my life . I
really cannot believe those lour years went by so fast; it is remarkable how time
flies. I overcame many obstacles here with help from my peers and teachers.
Thank you all for listening when I had problems and resolving them the best way
possible. I won't forget the class of 2010 and my schoolmates as I journey
through life. Thanks again for all the help, the memories, and the many
experiences I shared with you. The saying "let no one ever come to you without
leaving better and happier" has truly meant something to me because I came
here and left happier.

@ the

potlight
A foster child since he was 8 years
old. Jo!-:i h Bun ha~ learned to
apprec iate a home. In hi s le n years in
1he foster care syste m. he has been in
over 20 households.
For a long Lime. he wa~
embarrassed to admit 1hat he was a
fos ter child. ··Now l look ill it as
something that \ not my fa ult:' he
sa id . .. I reali le that people in my
situati on don' t have !home~ ]. The
supervi sion and care were not there
for me before."
He knows that he is one of the
lucky ones of the 3.000 children in
fm,te r care in Arkansa~: he has a ni ce
home and a famil y thai cares.
He is e xtra lucky, he says. that he
can attend a pri vate hi gh school. He
knows that few. if any. fos ter children
have that good fo rtune.

Joshua Darr
I am thankful for the four years I've been here
at Subi. I thank the teachers for helping me
conquer the darkness that is homework and
tests. I thank my parents for sending me here
so I can prepare for college. I especially
thank my friends for making friends with me. I
will miss the joy of Trojan foo tball , baseball.
and an the people who helped me through
the years. Ben, I hope you will study
dinosaurs. Sam, good luck. Mason, good luck
as a director. Seaver, good luck. Kaz .... good
luck. Everyone else , be healthy. Although you
cannot hear the wookie call , I shall write it.
AAARRARRRAAAAA!!!
P.S. Love you , Mom and Dad.

Ernie Decker

However you want to say ii, we've had fun,
stuck together through the tough limes and
when everything changed around us. I hope
you all have fun at whatever college you go
to and have a good life whatever you
decide to do with your life.

Woo Hoon Chung
First of all, thanks lo my parents and God who sent me lo Subi. which was a huge
opportunity in my life. And thanks to SUBIACO for teaching me lots of things and
giving me good memones. Now I'm going to a bigger wortd to grip bigger chances
and sweet dreams. However one thing I don't want to lose during my next journey is
the priceless memories from Subi . Thank you, my dearest friends and teachers.

Kenneth Epping

Benjamin Colbert
It's been a four year journey that I will never forget. Rhodes, Seaver, Elliott, Sam,
Mason, Eric and Hunter... you guys are awesome. Thank you , Mom and Dad, for
letting go and letting me come to Subi. It has been worth it.

Well it's been a wild tour years since I came
to the place called Subiaco. First I would like to
thank my family for supporting and helping me
when I needed it; I don·t know how long I would
have lasted without you. As for my classmates,
both here and gone, the years I have spent
here would not have been as much fun without
you. For you under c/assmen, do not change
who you are just because someone else says
you should. Being different is what makes us unique; without our
differences what good are we. Secondly do not go through your
Whole time at Subi without making new friends. This is a big
chance to meet people from new cultures and backgrounds.
Finally remember Trojans do not hurl Trojans. Even if you do not
like the guy down the hall, life is a lot easier if you do not try to
make him mad. The dorms are a very small place and making it
smaller by causing feuds is pointless. Finally to the staff, thank
You for the constant support and patience. You are the real
heroes. Everything Subiaco has become is thanks to ya'I/.
Thanks for everything and remember to stay classy Subiaco.
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Catha/ Gilmore

@ the

First t would like to thank everyone who
has helped through my lour years,
especially my parents. I would also like to
thank all the teachers and monks. These
four years here at Subi have been the best
four years of my life. I have enjoyed almost
every minute of it, even when lgot caught. I
will miss this place and all the friends that I
have made here. I wish the best of tuck to
everyone.
Nathan Frederick

spotlight
The r.,on of LL Commander John
Hays ("81) and Michelle Hays of

Picayune. Mi,, .. Pe1er Hay.., i,:, the
olde..,t of eight kids. He name!'.
them off like a grocery li!-.t: Laura
15. Mary 13. Jack I 0. \l adeli ne .
Theresa 6. Michael 3 anti Anna I.
.. Being at Subi help.., me ge1 away
from the mayhem that I have 10
deal with \'-hen I am a l home," 1;aid

Peter
Before Pecer auendl!d Subiaco.
he \\J\ home schooled. a long with
the other r.,iblings. by hi"' mother.
.. Being home,;,;chooled is not a..,
easy as mo,t kid, think. Hav ing my

mother as a teac her wa1; ju..,l a-:,
difficult or e\en more "'o than the

teacher<. are

a1

Subi ... r.,aid Peter.

His father. "'ho j.., in the Arm)" .
\\ a" pan of a ,earch and re,cue
team 1ha1 located missing ,oldier,,.

He has been a,, igned to lmq.
Kuwait aml Baghdad. Peter said. •·1
think it i, re.all; cool to be able to
\il~ that m} dad sen ed Lh i, count')
in Iraq.'·

Peter Hays
When I first came to Subi, I did not know what to
think. But my first year here so many pepople
embraced me and helped encourage me to stay.
I would have to say these have been the best
four years of my life. Danny, Josh, Chns,
Jeremiah. Ethan, Elliott, and maybe even Nick
every now and then, I would have to say that you
guys really are the best and I promise you that
we will never forget the times we had together.
The sacred Waffle House Trips will always be
remembered. And to Ethan and Jacob, I know
that Halloween will always be remembered. Last
but not least I wan! to thank my parents and
grandparents for helping me through this
wonderful establishment. To Br. Adrian,
Br. Ephrem, and Fr. Hugh I would like lo thank
you for making this a wonderful home.
Class of 2010, 11 was a long and bumpy road bul
we made it, and I can't be happier.

Rodrigo Garcia de Alba
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Wowl It's amazing how fast our four-year Journey has come and gone. It seems hke
yesterday I arrived on campus for lhe first lime as a freshman. I would first like to thank
God because without Him none of this would be possible. Next I would like to thank my
family and friends for all their love and support throughout my career here. And finally the
faculty and monks who make Subiaco such a great place. I would like to especially thank
Coach Pugh who spent countless hours of his free lime helping me attain my driver's
license. I will always remember this great institution and all the wonderful people I met
here. I wish the best to the class of 2010 and I hope we can all stay in touch!

It's been a great four years. I know there have been some minor setbacks and big
changes (sorry for making Fr. Tim leave), but overall it was worth ii. It's been fun, and I
am glad to have made some good friends. I'm gonna miss my friends, the monks, some
of the teachers, and overall I am going to miss Subi.

Baro Jun

Allen Freeland

First. I would like to thank Mom and Dad for
making a great sacrifice by sending me here.
Subiaco has made of me a better person In a lot
of ways and I will never forget the lessons I
learned here and the people who taught them to
me. This place has left me a little bit nearer to
being a man. This place is now a part of me. I
would also like to thank all of my teachers and
deans for being so patient and supportive and
my classmates for making these last two years
so enjoyable. It has been great. II is going to be very hard to leave
all of you - the school, my friends, the monks and the teachers - bul
I promise that I will come back. I thank Mr. Timmerman for his
ettort. And thank God for putting this place and these people in my
path. I wish a very good life to everybody.
Rodngo Garcia de Alba de la Vega
P.S.: To teachers and underclassmen, preserve the great traditions
of this place.

Wen. Guys, Ihis is our last year together. Oh man I
don't know where to start with all the fun and bad
ltmes we had with us being together for four years at
the most. My Boys Allen, Josh, Nick, and Ethan • we
have had so much fun together learning our lessons
from rough housing to being Senior Leaders! ! I
never thought this day would come. This year has
een the best!!!! I have really enjoyed being part of
e football team even though I was not able to play
and helping out the coaches. That they coached us
to the playoffs, I will remember that . My class of
2010 helped lead the way. Besides the football
subJect, I can't explain the fun of the past four years.
From the bad to fun, I enjoyed every day.Class of
2010 WILL BE REMEMBERED I want to also thank
the Sock's for giving me the oppurtunity to go to
Subiaco and than~e'~:tC:~~i;dJi~ ~~~eg~nl
and the Class of 2010.

Subiaco Is the great place that I will remember forever. The lime that I spent on
the sports team (football and soccer) with the best friends will be the best
memory.
I am proud of my brothers of the Class of 2010 and I hope we meet someday in
the future with success.

Michael Kasbarian
Wow, these last four years have flown by so fast! When I first heard that expression I
thought to myself that l was going to make these years the best I could. I feel as I did and
hope that ya'II will do the same. I would like to thank my friends, family, and God for I
wouldn't even be here without them helping me along the way. Don't do anything too stupid,
live without regrets, have fun always, and don't let anything hold you back.

Jay Kendrick
See ya later.
It's been a drag but I've learned a lot. 1. Andean bears 2. polar bears 3. brown bears
4. black bears 5. grizzly bear 6. panda bear 7. sun bear 8. koala bear
Peace

Jeremiah Gieselman

Chance Kidd
For lhe last four years Subiaco has been my home away from home. And within that
home, like any other, lives a family. We have lived together, we have laughed together, we
have cried together. I have seen my share of good times and bad, but in the end It will be
worth the struggles and lighting and hard work. I have struggled to overcome opposition
and dissent that has shown up in every form, and from what seems like every direction.
Some days the obvious judgment that has been laid upon me seems unbearable, but in
those times I have been able to rely on my unshakable friendships with people like Elliott,
Thomas, and Eric, and sometimes most importantly my family and God. I leave you all
with these words of scripture. Matthew 7:1·2: Do not judge so that you will not be judged.
For in the way you judge, you will be judged; and by your standard of measure. 1t will be
measured onto you. As the end approaches and I prepare to leave I want lo wish
everyone, my fellow seniors, the famlty of students J leave behind, as well as everyone
who works within Subiaco, the very best of luck in all your future endeavors.

Jimmy Ko
II has been great attending lhis school for two and a half years. This school made me
a lot of unforgettable memories. The most memorable part is that I could challenge
myself in this school through the sports teams as well as the curriculum. This would
have been impossible for me if I were still in Korea. I also !hank all my lnends and
teachers here who had to endure my id1osyncracies and Ill-tempered manner which
even I assume was probably difflcult to bear.

Stephen Liuzza

First and foremost , I would like to thank God. He
has been with me through the good and the bad
here. Next, I owe thanks and appreciation to my
parents. They were here for me whenever 1 needed them and I was able to rely on their support
and unconditional love. I would also like to thank
my teachers who guided me and made sure that
I was never falling behind or slacking. I can't believe my lime at Subiaco is almost up. I have had
great times with all of my friends and classmates.
I wlll never forget the funny moments and all of
the people who helped make my time at Subiaco
fun and entertaining. Subiaco has helped shape
my life and I owe a lot back to this school and
community. Once again, thanks Class of 20 10
for making Subiaco a memorable and fun experience and I look
forward to seeing all of you again some time soon.

Jae• Ho (Kevi n) Lee isn't like mosl
Korean ~tudents at Subiaco. He
didn ' t come ~Lraight to Ame rica
from South Korea; he came from
Ca nada. Kev in"s aum li ved in
Canada and his parent, wanted him
to learn Engli sh, so they sent him
by himse lf lO l ive with his aunt in
Va ncouver. Canada. i n the seventh

you

E.E.E.E.E.E.E .E. with 2ne 10!

Kevin attended schoo l in
Canada for th ree and a half year~
before he came to Subi aco a5 a
sophomore. '·Canada fee ls more
like home lo me than Korea. Mosl
of my fri end\ li ve in Canada," said
Kev in.
Wilh dual ci tize nshi p in Canada
and South K orea. he now spe nd~
hi s summer~ in Korea.

Thank you all those on staff who taught me to
be a more educated student.
Thank you, Mr. and Mrs. Elder and Mr. and Mrs.
Seaver for letting me stay in your house.

Parker Park
These past four years have been very memorable
and fun. I couldn't have made It through all four
years without my friends. I have learned a lot from
Subiaco. I will miss the bonds thal I have developed
here with all my friends for slicking with me through
the good and lhe bad. The past four years have
been fun but also hard to deal with, especially with
au the changes our senior year. I would like to thank
all of the teachers for helping me to develop
mentally. I feel that you have prepared me for
success in life. I would also like to thank my
coaches for pushing me as an individual. Finally, I
would like to thank my parents. You have sent me
to this great place and allowed me to obtain a great
education. Thank you for always being there for me
and helping me through any situation.

Kevin Lee

Nick Powell

P.S. Follow the Flow, ma bros.

Jin Lee

spotlight

before he went to Canada was
.. hello;· ''thank you:· and "how are

Be the class of 2010 forever

Subiaco has taught me many things, little things like how to do my own laundry
and how to deal with people to work out things. I never thought I would go to a
party riding a hay bale. Three years of my high school have passed fast like an
arrow. I feel like the day I lirst stepped on campus was just yesterday and soon J
am graduating. The very word Subiaco sounds so famil!ar and warm to me. It is
now more like my home, a shelter or a refuge, Just like a grandfalher's house. l
would like thank an the people who have helped me to make this happen. Many
people have sacrificed and have put in an unimaginable amount of effort. Thank
you and 1 hope to see you again.

4 years. II could be short. It could be long. I am the only Korean who stayed here
for 4 years. When I first came here, I was just a little kid. I dldn't know how to
communicate in English with Americans, but as I got older I got better and got
used to this place. I cannot believe that I am going to graduate from this school
but I am afraid I am. Trojans! The only way you can survive in this school is to
communicate a lot. I have seen a lot of students leave because they didn't
communicate. Good luck lo you guys. I hope you en1oy the Trojan life.

the

grade. The onl y Engli sh L ee knew
T.T. TAO J.J. JAN TROJAN TAO ---JAN!

Hobin Lee

First of all, I would like to give all my thanks to Jesus for helping me in Subiaco. They
were great years in Subiaco. Even though all of my bros (Jae Joon Lee , Jooh Oh.
Steve Oh, In Young, and J1 Young) left me behind, I was able to survive in Subiaco
and now I am ready to leave Subiaco. I hope all the remaining Koreans keep our
traditions. STP forever!! Thanks to all of my friends and the faculty who helped me to
remain in Subiaco. Good tuck to y'all, the class of 2010!

®

Nick Powell
Class of 2010

Well. guys, it's been an interesting four years.
I just want to thank all my friends who stuck
with me the entire time. You guys are the
reason I survived this place. I also want to
thank my teachers. Especially Dr. Kenney,
Br. Joe, and Mrs. Goetz. I am going to miss
you guys.
This place has been amazing. Subiaco is my
home and I will miss it when I am off at
college. To all the students, you guys just
keep doing what you are doing and don't
change a bit.
I'll see you around.
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Johnathan Rhodes

G) the

spotlight
Not many 1cenager.,, go 10
Alaska on a whim. but ilpparentl)
some do. In rhe Summer of'OS.

Elliot1 Tobin fell like being
adventurous and doing somelhing

outlandi..,h.
So ""ha! did he do? He spent his

!-,Ummer in Ala,ka ..,(eeping. in a
cmered "hi1e Ford F~50. Elliot
:-,aid ... I jm,t fell like Lr.l\eling and
I've ne,er been before ,o I went:·
The truck belonged to his

brother-in-bl\\. and Elliott agreed to

keep it clean am.I pay rent. He had
the option to ..,leep in a tent park but
cho,e the Lrud. parked in hi"i si<.,ter\
yard because it wa,., cheaper.
Needing a job. Elliou walked
down the street of Skagway.
Ala.,k:1. into a jewelry ,1ore called
Hean of Brondway. and \l,Cnl to
work immediately. He had 1wo

other jobs 1hal ,ummer in Alaska,
one at the Ala..,ka Fudge Company
and another wa..,hing tour busses.

First off I would like to thank my family for the support
they have given me through out my four years here
at Subiaco. Especially my father for always being
there and encouraging me to be the best I can be
in everything I do ln life. Also all the faculty that
have helped me as well. To the coaches and
every one a part of the football team, thanks. This
football season was awesome! To the football
players of 2010, we did something no other class
could accomplish and that's making it to the
playoffs! Josh, I've learned to never listen
to a Darr. Jeremiah, you're the best roommate
I've had here at Sub!. Allen, It's been awesome
to go to your house and go fishing; and let's not
listen to Josh and get the Jeep stuck any more.
. _ . . , . _ ~ - - - - - - - --' And Nick, I'll never forget rolling the baseball
field during two-a-days. To Danny, stay out of trouble with
Ehan Ruesewald
lhe ladies from Fay-town. Elliiott, it's OK. We all know you
can't get Kellie!
WAZ UPI I had fun here at Subi for the past
four years of my hfe. For all the future senior
classes, make sure you force the little
underclassmen boys to tum into men. Sub1
has always created men and being hazed by
the previous senior classes helped make my
class become the men we are now. So
toughen up and deal with it. Cheering Is a
huge tradition and that trad1t1on needs to be
upheld for the rest of your years here.
Underclassmen, listen to what the senior
class tells you because they have been here
longer than you. Give them respec1 and in
return you will be shown respect. Subi is all
about tradlt1on so you need to keep those
traditions gomg. GO TROJANS!

Elliott Tobin
Man, it seems like just yesterday I was moving in to my room in Heard Hall. Now
I'm moving out of my room for good 'cause I'm graduating. I'm really gonna miss
this place. I made some of the BEST frinds of my life here. Well thanks, Mom and
Dad, for putting up with me through these pas! four years. And those many great
times to Wattle House with the people I love most, my brothers. High school was
almost too short; it went by fast but I guess that's what happens when you're living
life with some of the best guys ever. Thanks to everyone who helped me and was
there for me. I will always remember you. So to the Class of 2010, 1love you guys.
And remember we made it. I'll see you all around. Live long, Bros.
Go Subi! I!

Chris Trachier
Looking back to when I first came to Subi as a freshman, it is amazing how fast these last
four years have gone by. I wouldn't trade my expenence at Subiaco for anything. The
people here and the memories made are beyond words. None of this would be possible
without so many people. I would like to thank my family, teachers, deans, God, coaches,
and everyone else who supported me during my stay at Subiaco. Most of all, though,
thanks to everyone In the class of 2010 for making life at Subi the greatest lour years ol my
life. I can't believe it is all coming to an end. The memories made here will stay with me
forever. l will miss y'all but be sure to keep In touch!
God Bless.
Chris Trachier

Keon Walters
Jonathon Seaver

First of all, I like to give all my thanks to
my LORD Jesus Christ!
And thank you to my parents and sister
who gave me this great opportunity to
study abroad. Place called Subiaco was
perfectly adequate. Believe me, I would
never have had such an experience like
staying in rural place if I had not
attended here. Withm this lime I spent
among great quality of faculty, friends.
and education,! wouldn't trade my time
here for anything.

I'm thankful for coming to Subiaco. It was a great experience - can't wait to leave so
when I come back it will be on my own will and not to do homework and take tests. I
hope everyone who comes gets a lot out of their stay. God bless those who read this.

Daniel White
The four years at Subiaco have changed my life forever. I am really glad I have had the
chance to experience this chapter in my life. I am very grateful to my parents and everyone
at the school for helping me make it through. Many people, especially ones from home,
don't understand what is the real difference about coming here versus another school. The
education is great and all my teachers have been unbelievably helpful, bul the real difference
is the guys around you. The friends you make will be with you forever.

Ryan Seo

Byong Goo Zee
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Hope for the best.
Plan for the worst.

... multi-faceted, gaudy, notorious.
Hobin Lee

... wild, laid-back and carefree.
Johnathan Rhodes

.. loyal, generous, goofy.
Sam Brooks

. .. a plethora of diversity.
Stephen Liuzza

... unending Subi spirit.
Michael Kasbaria.n

. .. humor and a fun personality.
Peter Hays

-

lion

Ms. Evelyn Bauer
AdmasSIOf\SAsslstant

Mrs. Del Berry
School Nurse

uafilJI

Mr. Mike Berry
SOCialStudies.ReligkJUs
Studies Foott>an Coach

Mr. Rex Breed
Math FOOl08B Coach

Mr. Scott Breed
Dnectoro1Adml86iona

Mrs. Jilt Burke
Public Relations

Mr. Michael Burke
Heacamaster

1. THE TRICK In trigonometry
apparently is to keep the students
awake. These seniors have a little
fun at lhe expense of math teacher
Mrs. Dianne Hart.
2. PATIENCE is a required trait for
all teachers but especially for the
teachers of the younger students.
3. THE HELM of the school ls
often a place full of questions and
decisions. a place that Mr. Greg
Timmerman has lived for the last
live years.

Mrs. Michelle
Chuang

ESL

Mr. Edwin D1sang
Dean. Soccer Coach

Mrs. Yadira Flores

Mrs. Hermina Fox

Eng!ISh.Joumallsm

Ms. Alane Freerksen
EngllSh.OwzBow1

Mr. Jason George
Dean.Oral
COtnmunieatJons. Basl(elbaR

""""'
Mr."'""""'"""""
Roy Goetz

Mrs. Cheryl Goetz
Engllsh.Rel~ousStudles.

Jazz Ensemble. Religioos

- ~---.~

Sludies,Chaplaln

Mr. Chns Harrison
De,a

Mrs. Dranne Hart
Math.SludemCOuncll

Br. Joseph Heath
5oaalSIUdles..Rel9(1US

~

Most teenagers
communicate and
socialize much
differently from the
rest of us. The key for
adults is to embrace
the new techniques
while also teaching
them that they still
need to use traditional
methods of

S<ud_,

Mr. A,J. Jeu
StudenlAclMtlu,Baseball

""""'

Dr. Sharon Kenney

Choral Muu: & PISllO

-~·

Mrs. Shirley Kiefer

SocialStudte:s,Stwent

__-

Mr. Gary Kinney

"""""

Mr. Jesse Kinney

Oeao

..,.

Mr. Mark McMillan

Fr. Brendan Miller

Br. Ephrem O'Bryan
Public

Mr. Greg Timmerman

lntonnatlon

Oeanot Man

Cooro1na1or

Mrs. Lou Trusty

Mr. Robert Pugh

Registrar

OnverEciucatJOn Guidance

Fr. Leonard Wangler

Counselor. Tracl<.

COmputer Applications
Rellg1ousStud1es

Mr. Bruce Reeves
Science,Malh.Ofama

Mr. Bill Wright

Mrs. Denise Reeves

An

AsslslanttoNu~

Mr. Cody Wright

Mrs. Chandra Rush

Oean

CollegeCounselot.CASA
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Students perceive faculty as one way - fun guy or nice to talk to - but there is another side,
the rule-oriented side. Mrs. Denise Reeves
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i
Jacob Nehus

The paths we follow
0. What can you
not live without?

Family ties are deeply etched

A. Shampoo
Alec Rheams

Dominic De Salvo and Brian
Donnelly have long-held ties to the
Academy and, unlike the others of
his peers, these ties run right to the
Abbey.
The De Salvo name is wellknown to students, especially
those who are in the De Salvo
House. This house is named
after Abbot Raphael De Salvo
('39), Dominic's uncle whom his
family affectionately called Fr. Ray.
Br. Tobias ('63), another uncle, a
family favorite known by them as
Toby, was respected for his hard
work and joking nature.
Five other De Salvo's dot the list
of Academy alumni. Dominic hopes
to be Number 8.
Four Donnelly's honor the list.
Most known to the students is
former academic dean Fr. Timothy
Donnelly ('57). Brian's dad ('62) is
a deacon in the Broken Arrow, OK,
parish back home.

weather and colors make a beautiful
background as Tae Hong and Ho

0. What's your

lee chat before Mass.

idea of the best

2. ANOTHER STARTJacob
Haddock, Joey Sayre, Feargal
Gilmore, and Thomas Hartman exit
lhe church after the Class of 2010
Ring Ceremony.

date?
A. Hanging out at
the pool then
going to the park
and talking

3. WIND BREAK Allen Harrison
lights the cold blast of the west wind

Matt Burt

as he makes his way to Wardlaw
Hall for history class.
4. HELP Toby Fang and Zach

Boyer spend time after school to get
help on their che~ work.

Q. What is your

favorite pet?
A. Iguana
Michael Osepa

0. A day is not
complete without?

A. Music

Jun Young Chang

II

•t found out about this school when my f)lll8l'lts IWll9 thinking of sending my
brothBr here They didn't send my brother. but I came BIid I I/Ice n a lot.•
~Kyle

Hasten Freeman
Arkansas

Feargal GIimore
Maine

Taylor Goodson
Arkansas

Jacob Haddock
Arkansas

Myung Jyun Han
South Korea

Allen Harrison
Arkansas

Thomas Hartman
Texas

Tae Yang Hong
South Korea

Sung Hwan Jaung
South Korea

Taylor Johns
North Carolina

MinsooKim
South Korea
Ho Jin Kwon
South Korea
James Kyle
Arkansas
Ho Lee
South Korea
Jacob Nehus
Arkansas

Michael Osepa
Netherland Antilles
Derek Pagel
Texas
Grant Piechocki
Arkansas
Alec Rheams
Texas

Mickell Salley
Arkansas
Joey Sayre
Arkansas
Tyler Schluterman
Arkansas

Dong Gean Shin
South Korea
Chris Siebenmorgen
Arkansas
Seung Hoon Song
South Korea
' Honesty is one of the most
integral parts of social life and
upon coming to Subi I have
seen more honesty in people's
actions which I believe helps to
form them better:

Rian Stenberg
Maryland
George Sultani
Mississippi
Bokun Sun
China

J.P. Thomas
Texas
Blake Wallis
Texas
Patrick Weigant
Oklahoma

"Never let anything hold you back from
what you're best all"
·Zach Bramucci
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"Do not lie.•
·Dong Gean Shin

Ho Lee
' I think ii is important to be honest,
but J do lie. Yes, l tell fies to get
away from problems. I need to fix
my lies.·
"My favorite summer memory is hanging out with my girl
and playing AAU basketball."
-Mickell Salley

479-963-2232
"Engineer of electronics. •
-Bokun Sun

Manial arts takes over

r
Johnathon Parks
Vice President

Kye Hoon Jo, from Dae Jeon, South Korea, has
been involved in mixed martial arts since he was in the
seventh grade. Kye Hoon excels in three types of mixed
martial arts: Tae-Kwon-Do, Ju-Do, and Ken-Do.
Both Tae-Kwon-Do and Ju-Do use a combination of
kicking and hitting while Ken-Do throws swords into the
mix.
Kye Hoon has participated in a number of
Tae-Kwon -Do and Ken-Do matches back home.
In Tae-Kwon-Do he finished as high as fourth in the city
of Dae Jeon. In Ken-Do, Kye Hoon's highest finish has
been eighth.

1.AOOMMATES Josef Comacho and
Joe Chanoine leave the PAC aher the
pep rally before Sub1's first playoff
game
2. REALLY? Fellow students are
deep in concentration during the pep

rally
3. STEALING TIME Jun-Tae Ko and
Hanuel Hong get a quick study in
before church.
4. TOO MANY CRITICS Matthew
Marconi, John Marconi, Robert
Crotty, James Polinskey watch as

Coach Stovall
gave Michael the

nickname T-Boy.
In southwest
Louisiana the

Ca1uns calla
young man this if
he is named after
his father.
Michael Berry

their art wor1< for homecoming week

gets judged.

Allen Arayakinpong
Arkansas
Jayme Armstrong

Arkansas
Michael Berry
Arkansas
Homer Brooks
Arkansas
Boaz Burney

Arkansas

Josef Camacho
Texas
Joe Chanoine

Texas
Jody Chauvin

Arkansas
Robert Crotty
Arkansas
Enc Otdion
Arlcansas

Jin Ho Jang

South Korea
Kye Hoon Jo

South Korea
Ji Hong Kim

South Korea
Jun•Tae Ko

South Korea
Kyle Kremers

Arkansas

Garrett Kuna
John Florek
V1rgin,a
Luke Gu1st

Arkansas
Haneul Hong

South Korea
Bryce Hull
Arkansas
Ailey Hurd

Arkansas

Arlcansas
John Marconi

Arkansas
Matthew Marconi

Arkansas
Daniel Mora

Arkansas
Austin Moreau

Arkansas

Daniel Myers
Arkansas
Johnathon Parks

Which do you pn,ter
Facebook or MySpace?
Why?

"My first
kiss was
In the
eigth
grade at
my first
dance
that I had
ever gone
to:

'lll:l::;:=;:s;::?"'l!llll"""iii-R
"""
ob_ert Crotty

Steve Song
South Korea
EH Sorey
Arkansas
Frank Taylor
Texas
Nicholas
Timmerman
Arkansas

"My greatest
strength is

my

11

believe.·

Toby Turney
Arkansas
Manuel
ValenzuelaArtola
Spain
Abe Vierthaler
Arkansas
Marquis Walters
Texas

Je Young Yoo
South Korea
Jin Hwan Yoo
South Korea
Luis Zertuche
Mexico
Darrell Doss
Arkansas

i

Truth is not necesarily fact, but
rather, certainty in what you

io'

"In the
3rd grade
Sabrina
treated
me with a
kiss in an
old tractor
tire. ti
tasted for
five
seconds.•

'MySpace
is the bestt
Not only do
more of my
friends
have
MySpace
but you can
also add
music to
your page:

479-963-3004

-Matthew Marconi

"My
greatest
strength is
band. I feel
that I do
my best
work

-Eric Didion

-Luke Guist

"Facebook!
All of my
friends get
on
Facebook
more than
MySpace. •

Page sponsored by

Bob Rogers
Chevrolet

erseverance
and my
abillityto
make
beautiful art."

Page sponsored by
"Facebook,
because
nobody
uses
MySpace
anymore:
-Toby Tumey

Kuts by Huck
479-963-2421
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ARule for the Ga
In training for the "little wars"

Beau Lacerte
President

Abe Alexander

Arkansas
Devin Bates
Arkansas
Pablo Belden
Me1tico
Austin Breed
Arkansas
Jacob Burrow
Arkansas

Lacrosse may not be a sport ever seen at Subiaco
Academy before, but Cassell Rule has brought in his
sticks and ball and introduced several students to the
sport. He hasn't actually created a team or
competitions, but many evenings have been spent
stick in hand batting around a hard plastic 3-inch ball.
Cassell played the sport for five or six years back
in Shreveport, LA, for a traveling team called Storm.
They have competed in Mississippi and Texas too.
Lacrosse is one of the few sports to be identified
as originating in American; this one is a Native
American sport. The original game, considered
training for war, was more violent with sharp stakes at
the end of the stick.
The French gave the game its present name - la
crosse - for they felt the stick looked like a bishop's

1 IN STEP Keeping aligned and in
beat, Beau Lacerte, Garrett Kuna and

Joe Chanoine head to Wednesday
morning Mass.
2. GAME ON During down time, Gage

Marshall and Ell Schluterman test their
Wits against a game
3. OUIZ ME Pablo Belden quizzes
Greg Kelley on the week's vocabulary.
4. SPIRIT OF '13 The pre-gathering
ritual of organizing for the class cheer

and deciding how to get the biggest
bang from lhe combined voices
begins.

•t want to be a
computer
programmer.·

Joon Hyung Cho
South Korea

Robert Kim

Seth Drury

Lucas Koch

Arkansas

Arkansas

Aaron Flake
Arkansas
Jeffrey Fulmer
Arkansas
Jameson Hall
Arkansas

Jackson Hom

Texas
Ben Jacobi

Arkansas
Ricky Kalesh

Arkansas
Greg Kelley

Texas
Jake Kim
South Korea

South Korea
Danny Kopack

Arkansas
Beau Lacerte

Florida
Patrick Leavey

Texas

Jack LeBas

Louisiana
Justin Little

Arkansas
Logan Manley

Tennessee
Bradley Marcum

Arkansas
Gage Marshall

Arkansas

Robert Kim
"In the future I will become caprnin of
the Subiaco soccer te:1m."
Layton Nehus
Arkansas
Robert Peters
Oklahoma

.,

ijS· ~ : :

::,

1. It's PICTURE DAY and the eighth
graders are looking sharp as they
button down their tie flaps.Wearing
lhe buttom up shirt and he was a
must for Wednesdays, the day we
an united for Mass. And picture day
luckily fell on a Wednesday.

John David Riggio
Arkansas

l

Cassell Rule

Louisiana

2. FALLING LEAVES Fall came
with its beauty and left behmd its
many leaves. Quintin Helms of the
eighth grade and Logan Manley of
the freshman class worked with Fr.
Hugh Assenmacher raking leaves
and then disposing of them

Eli Schluterman
Arkansas
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Eric
Siebenmorgen

Arkansas

Arkansas
John Dickson

Arkansas
Daniel Dunham

Arkansas
Austin Sweet

Cody Evetd

Illinois
Matthew T ran

Arkansas

Arkansas

Dylan Ford

Colorado

Mike VanGaasbeek

Logan Fowler

Texas
Joe Willems

Tennessee
Skylar Greene

Arkansas

Tennessee
Elijah Hakel

Arkansas
Quintin Helms

Arkansas

Page sponsored by
A.J . Winterberg

Frederick's
Body Shop

Arkansas
Zachary Yielding
Arkansas

Gage Marshall
"! may seem bigger.. but that's
because you got smaller. •

Arkansas
Kamron Hurst

Arkansas
Eric Ledieu

Arkansas

479-963-2242

Guillermo Rodriguez

Mexico
Sergey Vechar

Belarus

C
Dong Geon Shin 1111
•t want to see Korea

Chance Kidd 1121

be united
in one:

"Flying cars. •

Guillermo Rodriguez 181

Zach Bramucci 1111

*Less crime in Mexico.•

"I want to see a new letter in
the alphabet before I die.•

Joseph Kramer 1101

Alec Rheams 1111

"Transportation beams."

Ho Lee (11), Woo Hoon Chung (12), Dong Geon Shin (11), and Tae
Hong (11) use their knowledge of chemical reactions to identify
unknown elements in an AP Chemistry lab.

Eric Ledieu (8) and Skylar Greene (8) measure for
distances in a science lab testing the effect of weight on
distance traveled.

Elements of science are everywhere in the world. Green consciousness was an issue in classrooms as
temperature levels were adjusted, extra layers were put on through the winter, and air flow vents were installed.
We wonder about the future and know that we are the future.
Our actions do matter.

"I nvisibility cloak. •

lime.
\Ir. Car) Kinne)' places a
laranlula on sophomore Daniel
l\lora's head to t~l his courage
and the ~pidcr's friendlin ess.
Right: Though it had on!) been
th e da)~ !.ince hii la~! meal. a
corn snake dnou~ :1 bab)
mouse.

Patrick Weigant 1111
"I don't think we will be able to get
the technology. With all the natural
disasters nowadays I think it would
be too hard to. •

JodV ChauVin 1101
"No, we won't ever be able to clean
up the pollution in the air. We won't
ever be able to get the technology
to clean things up.•

Matthew Tran 191
"We should start using nuclear
powered cars or water
powered cars. We should cut
back on the use of products
such as hair spray that give off
air pollutants. ·

Jin Ho Jang 11Dl
• As population grows, industry will
grow and ii will contaminate the air,
and we won't be able to help it.•

"Global warming has no
scientific basis whatsoever.
Weather is defined by the sun's
activity."

George Sultani 1111

from the mu~eum made the ir way
intotheclas!>room.

"I don't think global warming
exists. It's a scientific joke. Just
like the movie by Al Gore."

Tobv Fang 1111
"China needs to be more strict
in the pollutants that are
released. 80% of
manufacturing is there. China
must do something.•

Ben Colbert 1121
"We will never be able to
control the pollution and we
won't ever get the technology.·
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Medi-Quick
Pharmacy
4 79-963-1555

A 1998 gra du ate of Subiaco Academy, Mr. J ohn
Redfo rd was a Nat ional Merit fin alist a nd received the
Distinguis hed Gove rnor 's schola rship from Hendrix
University where he received a B.A . in physics a nd a minor
in mathematics. He then joined the Navy from th e spring
of ·02 until the fall of '06.
He then attended Un ive rsity of Arka nsas and ea rn ed a
masters in mathema ti cs. While enrolled, he felt a calling to
teach and started a job sea rch.
As an alumnus and a nephew to Fr. Mark tengcl, he
had heard of Fr. Timothy Donnelly's resignation and the
opening f'or a teachin g j ob. Four weeks into the school
yea r. he took over the upper level class of sta tistics and
later replaced Br. Adrian Strobel as the Algebra I teach er.

Mrs. Dianne Hart, who normally teaches Algebra J and
Pre-Cal. had to step up in th e place of Fr. Timothy
Don nelly as an AP Cakulas teacher. Though the course is
basicall) a n on-line course, l\l rs. Ha rt still leaches and
prmides help to the students who need it.

Mrs. Kathleen Soller in the Business Office
keeps money for the many students who come
to her for their allowance. Most students
retrieve their money all at once. There are
some that budget it out throughout the week.

Coach Ken Stouall

Mr. Garv Kinney

Coach Kenneth Stovall uses creative
language such as •A tiger's stripes
never change• or ·1 am going to find
me a stick, a gun or a knife and do
something about it.•

Conversations wrth Mr. Gary
Kinney, especially serious
ones. are punctuated with an
idiosyncratic, thoughtful
rubbing of his stubble.

atterns

Br. Joe Heath
Br. Joe has a tendency lo pace up and
down the classroom during a lecture.

First National
Bank of Paris
479-963·2121

around

Partier Park 1121
"I would say that on-line
learning helps students who
don't pay attention in class
(like me) ."

Bokun Sun 1111

all
Page sponsored by

"I believe that this type of
learning ls an important
experience that might help me
adjust in college."

Fr. Hugh Assenmacher
When Fr. Hugh speaks at a podium,
whether al Mass or at assembly, he
rubs the palms of his hands on the
corner of the podium.

"On-line !earning is a great thing.
Sometimes l fall asleep in class and
miss a lesson but with online classes
I can go back to any lesson and go
over it as many times as I need to.·

Chris Trachier 1121
"I enjoy the on-line course
because I can go at my pace.
Unfortunately you no longer
have Fr. Tim's curve.•

Most people believe that pool is a simple

Every day, many students scrounge

game ol hitting the ball, but in truth there

through their wallets for the dollar to get

is much more to it. A good pool player

a drink or a snack. Others, perhaps
developing a life-long habit, like to work
on the credit system by borrowing and

will look at the angle of the shot and
decide how much power he needs and if
backspin is needed on the ball.

then paying back.

"I like learning through a
computer. I believe it is more
accurate than a real teacher."

Chance Kidd 112>
"It is definitely a switch from
traditional classroom learning. 11
teaches in a much more independant
way, and in the end improves overall
learning and retention."

Hobin Lee 1121
"I think it is good in some ways
that I can always go back and
do ii again, but I prefer having
a teacher and sitting in the
classroom."

1mm11 Ko 112_
"I like it for the comfort of
acessibility. "
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topS seniors

applying to the most colleges

1. Catha! Gilmore applied to 9 colleges.

His top

3 were Boston College,

UConn, and Boston University.

2. From a list of 9 colleges, Chance Kidd's top 3 colleges were

Stanford, Harvard ,

and Pepperdine.

3. Jimmy Ko applied to 9 colleges; his top 3 choices were Texas A&M ,
University of Maryland, and University of Wisconsin

4. Chris Trachier settled with Rice , Notre Dame , and Vanderbilt out of a
list of 9 colleges which also included Stanford and Princeton.

5. With 8 choices, Jin Lee selected the Fashion institute of Technology,
Berkeley College, and the Fashion Industry of Design and Merchandising.

· ooing research is important to writing. It
allows you to have the correct facts so
that people will understand your story."

~writing is a favorite pastime of mine. I
took journalism so that I could inform the
school and students on what goes on
every month. I enjoy writing for the
Periscope because it gives me something
to be proud of ."

TOPICS of
Jacob Haddock 1111
~For U.S. History I have had to
look up particular events and
people for references on
papers."

Ernie Decker 1121
•1 had to research the
Christian Crusaders for British
Literature when we were going
over the Medieval Period."

OVlan Ford 181
"In my English and civics
classes, I have had to
research multiple things like
Economics and
Shakespeare.•

Kyle Kremers 191
' My speeches consisted of the
University of Arkansas sports
and llormer players.•
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· Research is the best way to seek
'truth' which is the most important
value of our journalism class. Our
journalism class always works hard
to convey good and accurate
information to Subiaco students."

Research

Changes Coming
The academ~ library has seen recent
changes to ii use!.. The sludents arc
becoming more imohcd since more
sen i~ arc otTl.'red. Such programs as
accelcr'jted math soft,1are. Rosetta
Stone, Kur1,\leil and other learning
programs help the students that nct.>d
them. The Aeadem) plans 10 remodel
the librur) to help make better use of

Ben Colbert 1121
' In Economics we looked up
the prices of cars in the U.S.
compared to the prices of cars
in China.'

Blake Wallis 1111
'1 have had to write an essay
on what I thought was the
primary cause of the American
Civil War."

Young Joo Song 1101
"In English class I researched
euthanasia. It was my first lime
doing research. I learned how to
organize the main idea and
details.'

Logan Manley 191
'In my 9th grade English class I
had to research about
Shakespeare's Globe Theater."
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Radio Shack
102 E. Walnut
Paris, Ark .
479-963-3642
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Joey Sayre 1111
"Nobody will talk to me. They
won't take me seriously. And
then I missed studyhall

because of baseball practice
Then I had to go to the

basketball game.·

Man Burt 1111
"What? That can't be mine, I
don't keep It in the open. I hide

11 under my bed.·

Thomas Hartman 1111
"I'm addicted.•

BEAT
THAT
the best and worst

excuses

Austin Beck 181

Blake Wallis ( 1 1) listens to
the woes of Derek Pagel
(11) in Bach at Leipzig.

"It's not my fault!"

Having paper as a prop makes remembering your next line a little
easier for Hunter Shanks (12) and Chance Kidd (12) in the play
Bach at Leipzig.

The stained glass proiects allow students to
discover another art form beyond drawing and
Painting, Mr, Don Berend ('57) of the Alumni
Association helps Josh Darr apply copper foiling.

Jameson Hall 191

As an advanced placement art student, Hobin Lee
(12), must creale a portfolio of 24 works, which
will be submitted to a state committee for
evaluation and hopefully college credit.

Mason Branch ( 12) performed in three plays this
year, one of which he directed.

Working out the rough edges of a piece of cut
glass will create a much smoother final project.
Wearing safety goggles is important as Jun Young
Chang (11) gets close to his work.

"Was I supposed to get it over
break? I had Quiz Bowl games
Tuesday and Wednesday,
then I had Pathways, and I
had to help my mom at town .
Friday l didn't go to school and

I otit."

Fmdfi.ng forms of

SELF-EXPRESSI01
eac er off t
Mrs. Dianne
Hart
occasionally
gets ott topic
by talking
about her
three children
or the
Arkansas
Razorbacks.
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Paris Dental Clinic
479-963-3086

Coach Jason
George can
sometimes
sidetrack with
talk about
basketball ,
mostly
Subiaco
basketball.

E-t

z

IJ111ke Hu11·
lfi(IJ )

~

>

Coach Mike
Berry is known
to get off topic
with the
sub1ect of
sports, any
sport but
mainly the
sport that is in
season.

0
+"

Blake Wallis 1111
"When I want to vent I usually
go to my room and listen to
music, or go work out."

Aaron Rake 191
"I sit in my room and listen to
music."
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Seung Hoon Song 1111
"I lay down on the bed and
listen to music. It relieves my
feelings.·

Conan Osborne 191
"I usually just go and hang out
with my friends.•

Rian Stenberg 1111
"I've always had a difficult time
relieving stress. I have a
tendency to hold on too long or
to Instantly let go. Deep
breaths work for me.•

Keilh Dunn 1111
"I like to shoot clay pigeons
with my dad."
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Student Council

DETAILS TO REMEMBER ...

Perception

........

........
(11)

'We are usually
perceived as
~mart and thus as
getting good
grades. but w,th
Quiz Bowl you just
have to know
about a given
sub1ect while
grades reqwre
more work.•

Student Council member. '>hould
v.ork hard to get run lli:ti\.iUe) for
!ilUdent-,. There ,hould be v.eekend

e,enh like int.ramurals and dance,
so that the \.\-eekend!> are not M>
boring

vs.
Reality

..l'lleacll

(11)

(11)

"/ found that
expenencem
playing the game
and leammg new
facts in classes
helped me
improve my skJ/ls.
Myltking for
music, science
and math played
a vital role in this
improvement.·

Myh,ghhght
last year was
beating Josh to
a calculus
problem. My
favorite
question was
'What is the
name of a
pregnant
goldf1sh?""

Junior lli~h Qui, Bo,,I Team
Jack~on Horn. Au!>tin Beck. Eric Ledicu. Jameson Mall, Matthew
Trm1 and Elijah Hckcl
Their di,trict tournament was held at Na,hvillc, AR, Feb. 6.

uiz Bowl
Sa m llrooks (12)
Even if lhe member., plan an event like
the fun da} on the Saturday or
Homecoming. fe"' -.rudenh f!Cl out of
bed .lfld mal..e the effon 10 panicipatc.
The} ha"·e to be drag,ged out or an C\Cnl
has to be labeled mandmory before
there i~ panicipation.

"Most people think
we study a lot and
drill information.
but that'<; nol so.
Qui, Bowl is made
of\'cry,rnan but
generally lazy
people and this is a
fun recreational
activity forthem.M

Page sponsored by

Thomas M.
Spivey
D.D.S. P.A.
Paris, Ark.
479-963-2292

\la"ion Branch
! 12)

Front Rov.: Allen Freeland. Elliou Tobin. Jun Young Chan. Parker Park. Nick Powell
Second Row: Mrs Dianne Han. Jacob Nehus. Jacob Burrow, Daniel Dunham Cody faeld. Robert Elder. Mrs. Cheryl
Grell Third Row: Joe Chanoine. Nick Timmerman. Brian Donnelly. Chance Kidd. Dong Geon Shin
Fourth Row: Abe Alexander. M1chacl Fisher. Jody Chuuvin. Ben Colbct.

Sam Broob, Grant P1cchocli. Chance Kidd. Jnme, Kyle. Toby Tumey. Jacob Haddock. and Ma<,on Branch

MA 101 of people
think Quiz Bowl i:?>
a joke because it is
not an athletic
event. I'd be
willing to bet that
a lotofmhletes
could not do what
63
v,cdo."

Blue Arrow
Brl:in Uonntll~ ! 111

Blue Arm"
pcr;onific~ cvel)'thing
Subiaco wi ... hcs to
rcpre..,ent. When
parent\ and new
,tude1mfir.1mee1
member. of 1he Blue
Arrow.they will
make an immediate
JUdgmentofthe
<,chool ba~cd offthi\
imprc~<,ion.

-

Damn \\hilt 12 1
The reality of Blue
Arrow j., that we IT\
our har<Jc..,t to lh-e b}
the code. but really it
i._difficuh 1obe the
true foll,rnerofthc
code ~o we do the
best 1ha1 \\e can.

h"'l kuv.· Hl1<MIT!lhm. Jun ,·uung{.ll.lntt
Sc,:o,.J Ru" /.;,ch B<»n. Ti)lorC.OC.•1hon, Hrwi Donnell_,. Chm S1bcmnor,JJ1. J I'. Thonm

·\1""1 Frcc.,w..l
l'hlRl Ro,,. C'hn~ Tr.11:h~t. l>:um) Whnc. Allnl Harri-. P111nd. WciJarll. 1-nipl O,llll('ft.. ',icl l'n"dl. Jm,m,;Lh Gic,-,clrn.m.
F.IUflh R.,..- BLlcWalh,. l}lffS.h1111<"mun.JoJyC'ha11•m.Ca1h:al G,lmotc. r:dw! Ru,e,,c,.JIJ, \hd1xl0.C~

~Pi.:111ffl1B3ruJ11n

Second Row: Eric Lcdieu. Hobin Lee. Luis
FU"'it Row: Jake Kim. Allen Arayakiupong, Mr.. Chandra Ru~h. Jimmy Ko.Jin Lee. Seok-Young Kim. Mm',()() Kim
Rodriguez. Manuel Valcn1uel11-Artola.
Zenuche. \11,had Chepa. Rodrigo Garcia de Alba. Feargal Gilmore. Cathal Gilmore. Kye Hoon Jo Third Row: Guillermo
Rohen Kim. Baro Jun. Byong Goo
Belden.
Pablo
Burm".
Jacob
Lee.
Ho
Bae.
Tac Hong. Ryan Seo. P:i.rker Park. Woo Hoon Chung Fourth Ro\l.: Hyung-Man
J.P. Thoma\. Hanucl Hong.
Zee. Jun Young Chan. Dong G...-on Shin, Bokun Sun Fihh Row: Sung H"'-'iln Joung.Jun Tac Ko.Jc Young Yoo. Toby Fang,

National Honor Societ

Seung Hoon Son~. Ste\C Song

\l rs. Chandra
Rush

Sponwr

Page sponsored by

Mr. John Redford
"NHS members arc ,elected on
the ba,i~ of and e>.:pccled to
maintain high ~t:mdard:. of
~cholar,hip. leadership...er.ice.
andclmrnctcr."

Outpost
479-943-4646

"The people of \ lexico are \Cl)' wann.
They welcome you \'Cf)' "ell. lfan

American goc<, 10 Mexico. C\CI) one
will talk to him and get to know him.
Sometimes here [in America I I don'1
fed reJectcd but they don't make me
feel 11v welcome."

· M) home town in Korea i:. very
compact :,c1 JI allow\ me to get to
whcrc\.cr I need to ~ in a shon
amount of 11me u,mg public
tranl.ponnt1on. U.S. i\ a \.Cry big
country 10 me. I can no1 go
anywhere wi1hout a car."

•eelarus i.) a very linle coumry but
to me ii i<t not very beautiful. It h:1~
lnrge fore.\t:. andrivcl"'i while I like
big ci1ies. When I get older I want
10 h\e in Europe or America.~

~lntJt.,.,. \1r JOOQRt'dlonll>annyWhol,.-. ' d Pu,.dl. R11hcr1Lkkr.6nan Don""-ll).l-.:;itplG1lmorc S«onJlh.,.. Ta)lurGooil-oo,
~!er '-c.hl111erm.m. P;Jn.n P~,l. C'hr,, Tr.11:h..,,. Blale Walh, Thn'd kw- S1cphcn l 1uu.;i. Co11h.>I Gdmme, lk,Nn l.n,. lill".111 Tohm
~ P"'turru \h<had Kn.-blrwi. Gn:,.,., Fralni,;l. Pa1nd Y. e,,:ui,
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Dr. Shanm h.enne)
Dr. Sharon Kennt!} ha., created ab
e1.ce\lent choral progam. She and
her groUfh ha,..e U"'J\eled to ffiall}
place!> including Oallai. and
Brnn-.on. ·Being Jbk ti., go 10 lhe,e
place.. and ha,·e ,uce,, i, re-all)
en1a)able to me

Emit· Dcc:ker
Top: Robert Kim. Ernie Oed.er. Gregory Frederick, Ta}lor John\. JO\h Burt. Dong Gcon Shin. Dylan
Ford, Sung H\.\an Jauni
Middle: Myung Hyun Han.Sung-Soon Yim. JP Thoma!>, Dr. Sharon Kenney. Robcn Elder. Zuck Boyer.
Stephen L1uua. Seok.-Young Kim
Bottom Mallhew Marconi. Thoma~ Hartman. Jacob Burrov.. Johnathan Rhode),. Hobin Lee. John
Marconi. Eric Ledicu, Allen Ar.i.yak.i1ipong

Singing as a group is \cry enjoyable.
To be able to sing with Johnilthan
Rhode~ i.. , cry nice becau-.c he i\ able
lO keep me on !he right nole\. "

BenedicTones
Johnathun Rhodt·,
I ha\c been -.10ging for 1h long ob I
1:an remember Back 111 home I -.,mg for
m) old l'hurch and \Chool. But I did not
rccei\c fonna1 ,oice in,1ruc1iom until I
1:amc IO Subiaco and me1 Dr. Kenney
It " 1h.ank~ to her th.ii ID) ,10ging hb
imprO\eJ -.o much.-

D Chosen Ones
llohin
Lee
"It i\a way10
relie,·estre-.s
and I think 11 i-.
really useful 10
know how to
!.ingandyou
get to eat at Dr.
Kenney''i
hoU1.e. "

.John
\larconi
"Singing in

Uong <;enn Shin
"I like to !>LO!_!. Choirgl,e, me a
chance to e~pJnd ID) mu .. ica1
lno\\lcdge. 1 lme being .ible 10
kJm more and more Jbou1 the
mu,1cal \.\orld. •
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BeneJicTone\
relaxc~ me
andmake:.mc
bclie,·e that I
can 'iingn
,\ide ,·ariety
of,ong'-."
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Altar Servers

Jazz Band
"Isn't it the greatest?" commented a fan at a basketball game.

in the service of God

,
f Left: A.J. Winterberg, a freshman
band as a

earned a spot on the jazz
lead bassist along side upperclassmen
and returning students.

I ■ )Inn 1\thu~ J1

"I h.1,ealv.a), liked
band C\ en though II
can 1al..e umc uut of
m, v.ed.end. bu1 ll I\
tl.:.fin11elyv.(1nh il
for the experience."

l

Bottom: Junior Michael Osepa and
sophomore Eli Sorey play the drums
during a performance. Due to the
number of drum players at the school ,
the drummers rotated playing,
allowing for all to get performance
time.

lkaJ:u: hi 9
\lu,ic1,
indc'>(:nbabl)
bcauulul. and I ;.1m
,el) proud 10 be in
the Jazz Band v.1th ,o
maJl\ other
mu,~cian,;. \fu,1c i,
m) ,:nmggrm:e.m)
ll>Ol for expre."ing
m)..elf.anJiam
thankful 10 God tor
alluv.1~g u, the gift ol

r I!
~hchad f
ha, been a fun four

~ It

)ear. pla)'mg m the
band. Iv.ill forcH!r

remember the l'un
ume, I ha,e had on
trip-,anJinthe
pract11..-e roi.1m alike 11
h.u.gre.aLl)bc:xMed
my ,k11Ja.,a,a:,;
pla)'cra, well. In
,;hon. I 10\ed 11_•
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Medi-Quik
Pharmacy
479-963-1555
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Situng: Jun Tae Ktl. EliJ.th Hekel. Fcargal Gilmore. \fa·hael Fi,hcr. Daniel Mora. Kc,in Lee.
RO\i. I: A.J. Winterberg. Tob) Fang. Ben Jat.'Obi, Michael 0')Cpa, TohyTume), Mr. Roy Gow. Ja)mc Anm,trong.
Ricky Kale.,h. \lin,oo Kim. K}e 1-i<Km fo. Jc Young Y(1<,1. Baro Jun.
2nd Row: J.P. Thoma\, Eli Son.:)·. Ornnt Piechocki. Garrcu Kuna. I.nylon Nchu\, Catha! Gilmore. Abe Alc:x:111dcr.
T}ler Schlu1emtan. Jacob Had<lock

here I went l(l rn)
11 t "Subiaco
lir\t funcrnl. I ha<l never been to one before. The) didn'1
reall} mean much IO me. A funer.tl \\a~ju,1 a <,hon
\Choo! d:1y 10 me. The first real and meaningful funcrnl I
.,,,cm to \\O!. Fr. Placidus'. He \\U\ a gtlOO man lighting
1llnc\\. He meant a lot 10 me. It \\;ll> a i,ad experience
and I mourned hun for a couple of days. Being a p:111
hearer i~ u,ually done only b) the monks. but they let
b..!rck Pagel :ind me do it with them. I w:i, honored."

111

n I. "I felt \ cl) enthu-.cd

10

he

..cl"\ ing. in Br. PatricJ..\ profe\-.ion of \OW\. It wa-.
:ic1ually quite an honor to be ,en mg in one of the

1110,1 memorable nmmcnL~ ol Br. Pairick\ life. Br.
Mel knew that me and a \elect group could gel the
JOb done a~ perfect a, it could be!."

"I rc:111} enjoy
bcini,; a lcctor here
,u Subiaco. I am
comfortable reading
1oacrowd and
hclpmgou1 wi1h the

Ma,, ...
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Wha.syo "
favorite ,r.. ,s
memory?

Br. Adrian Strobel and the
Fall of '09 tennis team had
high
have
to
reasons
season
Their
expectations.
record was nothing to sneeze at.
As a team they had won seven
of nine meetings they had had
with teams like Shiloh Christian ,
Greenwood, Farmington and
Union Christian. II had not been
an easy schedule.

~ Chris Trachier

a

(12)

CD

:g

"Although the season didn 't
end the way I wanted it to,
the team had a great year
and making it the state
tournament was a great
experience.
Cathal Gilmore (12)
H

~
CD

...

en Cathal Gilmore

fir

1. Calhal GIimore, a doubles player,
stretches tor a return volley during

practice.
2. Chris Trachier (12) and Tyler
Schluterman (11) show their
sportsmanship alter a tough game
agamst Greenwood
3, Stephen Liuzza spent t1me the last
two summers continuing to work on his
lennis skills by participating in summer
tournament play
4. Danny White hammers a serve
against Union Christian.
5. Manuel Valenzuela opted out of a
full season of tennis to Join the football
team

(12)

~

:g
~
CD

...
Beau Lacerte
(9)

Two doubles teams and one
singles player earned a position
at the state tournament held in
Arkadelphia Oct. 19.
One of these young players
had a reason to be optimistic:
atter all, he had won state the
previous year in doubles.
Stephen Liuzza had
cautioned about too
optimism.
He and his partner Chris
Trachier were given a bye to the
second round of play. However
they were defeated with two
losses and one win against
Nashville.

Tyler

en Schluterman

....r:

(11)

CD

:g
~
CD

...

Rainy Day Practice
Stephen Liuzza (12)

2-year contender
in state doubles

Even on days when rain was pouring from the sky the tennis team did not rest.
Br. Adnan Strobel had his tennis boys running the stairs of the Main Building

on dark and stormy days. The result of this tiresome training produced
champions to go to the state tennis championship. Last year the tennis team
won the singles and doubles matches. so they wenl this year with a title to
protect.

Tennis Team
Top: Rodrigo Garcia de Alba (12), Manuel Valenzuela-Artola (10), Daniel White P2), Cathal Gilmore (12),
Tyler Schluterman (11). Chris Trachier (12) , Stephen Uuua (12) , Br. Adrian Strobel (Head Coach).
Bottom: Beau Lacerte (9), John Florek (10) , Jackson Horn (9) , Austin Beck (8), Feargal Gilmore (11),
Dylan Ford (8).

■

Trojan basketball has never
had the taste of a state
championship
though
the
program has been to 13 state
tournaments since Coach Tim
Tencleve became head coach .
The '09 team made it to the
state semi-finals where they lost
to the Stuttgart Ricebirds.
Keon Walters said, "Last year
was a really difficult loss. We
were only two points from
beating the future state champs."

"It would be a dream come true to
win a state championship. I have
waited three years to have the
chance."

Elliott Tobin (12)
This year the basketball team
returned all five starters from last
year's semi-final team and added
a couple of key additions in
Johnathon Parks and Marquis
Walters.
"Coming to this team I feel that
we have the talent to win the
championship game," said Parks.
With a conference title and
district champs under their belt,
they had a great start on a
winning season .

Coming In at the second semester
of his freshman year, Elliott Tobin
earned a starting spot on lhe
varsity team his sophomore year.
During his three-year basketball
career, Elliott has earned All•
Conference and continues to be a
leader on the team. Although his
ottense may not always be the
best, his defense always helps
keep them in the game.
Top: Keith Dunn,
Tobin , Allen Har
Bottom: Mickell
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"To be more mentally
prepared for the
games."

Allen Harrison
(11)
"Better respect for my
team and to play
better defense.•

Michael Berry
(10)
"I have improved my
skills peeling oranges
for the team at hall
time.:

Basketball has always been a
favorite of Kean Walter's. He was
able to start varsity basketball his
freshman year where he earned all-

conference honors. After a break out
year as a freshman, Kean built off

that and it has paid off. In his Junior
and sophomore years, he was the
team's leading rebounder and scorer.
Before this season, he had earned
all-conference three years and allstate two years.

Manuel
Valenzuela-Artola
"I try to be like an
octopus when
handing out the
water. •
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1. Daniel Dunham, an
eighth grader, has a
family
tradition
of
basketball
also.
His
brother Josh played for

Dev,n Bates

Subi and his sister plays
ball at Scranton.

Basketball is a tradition in the
Siebenmorgen family, and it didn't
stop with Eric. Eric started playing
basketball five years ago for a
Scranton Boys Club team, with
his dad as an assistant coach.
All of his family and most of his
relatives like sports, especially
basketball. Eric's older brother
Chris played through his ninth
grade year. His uncle Tim
Tencleve is the head basketball
coach of the Subiaco varsity
team .

' I like to play basketball
because it's fun. I've been
playing ever since I can
remember. I just like all the
adrenaline and loudness
from the stands.•
Eric
Siebenmorgen

Eric, a 5'4" point guard, led the
2009-201 0 junior high basketball
team in assists. He doesn't like to
shoot three-pointers and he
prefers offense over defense,
even though his uncle stresses
defense.
"Eric plays hard and tries to
make things happen. He's a
leader on the floor," said Daniel
Dunham.

Back Row: Manager Matthew Tran. Kamron Hurst, Cody Eveld, Greg Kelley,
Abe Alexander. Seth Drewry, Aaron Rake, Justin Little, Manager Layton Nehus.
Front Row: Eric Siebenmorgen, Beau Lacerte, Daniel Dunham, Austin Breed,
A.J. Winterberg, Devin Bates.
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80 Uble Teaming

Hoop Nation

~ron Flake and Greg Kelley wrestle the ball away from
~ unsus~ecting Roland Ranger. Kelley finished the
te ason with 69 rebounds , the most on the junior high
an, for the '09- 1O season.

Seth Drewry goes up for a shot against three Clarksville
Panther defenders. Drewry had 209 points al the end of the
season, the most for the 2009-2010 junior high team, and he
finished his junior high career with 358 points, the third most
in Subiaco junior high basketball history.
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Subiaco
Football
Us

Matt Burt
#55

Them

::,0

Many think that being the field
goal kicker on a football team is a
big deal. In truth, it is a very big
deal. After the Trojans' first
football game, Manuel Valenzuela
came down to practice to ask
Coach Mike Berry if he could be a
kicker. Coach Berry let him kick a
few times and with a little practice
Manuel kicked the ball 45 yards.

l. Ethan Ruesewald finds open field
anc1 runs toward the endzone.
2· Allen Freeland fights off a double
learn to make the play.
3. Johnathan Parks takes a break
after a long series of defense.
4 Josh Darr and Nick Powell look
for the ball carrier to come through
lhetine.
S. Baro Jun kicked a bomber all the
Way down the field to around the 15
Yard line.

"When I scored my first
extra point I remember
feeling a sensation of relief
as I saw it go through the
uprights. •
Manuel Valenzuela-Artola
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But Manuel had to make a
decision: to play football or tennis.
Coach. Manuel chose football.
Within a week he became the
number one kicker for extra points
and for field goals. Manuel
contributed 25 extra points (of 28
attempted) and was 1 for 1 on
field goals.
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Newcomer Marquis Walters (10)
proved to be a leader in the
classroom and on the gridiron.
Marquis
lead
the
team
in
interceptions with 6, and he ran back
nme kickoffs for 260 yards. Marquis
showed his leadershtp during the

games and did nol le! the score get
the bes! of him.
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Jeremiah Gieselman has been part
of the managing team for four
years. Jeremiah leads the team in
how many waler bottles he can WI
up In a minute. The Goose Is loved
by the team as his support for them
is smcere and deep. Coach Mike
Berry referred to him as part of the
"family,"

C~eeeeerteaders
Subiaco has long been known for loud and large
~heering seclions. This tradition continues today. Yell
aea.der Cathal Gilmore seems to be having a good time
s he does pushups to recognize the hard efforts of the
1
earn for scoring a touchdown.

Three years ago the Student Council purchased the Trojan
Mascot suit. Since Iha! lime three students have worn the
uniform. Given to a student who is a supµorter with tons of
school spirit, a good speaker, and someone who can get the
crowd pumped, the Trojan Man uniform for this season was
given to Robert Elder (11 ).
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TOp: Ninlh grade quarterback
Seu, Drewry passes the ball to
a ready receiver hoping to make
a gain for the 1eam
Right Kamron Hurst gets a lew
Yards on a run until he was
PUiied down by an opposing
delerider
Bottom: Gage Marshall and
Kristian Hott work 10 open a
hole for Eli Schluterman as he
loolts to make some yards.

How do you deal
with pressure?
By thinking about
what big plays to
make and how to
progress them
and less about
interruptions and
mistakes.
Eli Schluterman

--

FOOTBALL
us
J.C.WesLSide
Do,er
Dardanelle

0
0
8

11

Ozark

6

18

26

Front row. Skylar Greene. James
Gage Marshall. Austm Sweet Ao
GuU!ermo Rodriquez. Ian Bullock.
Coach Kenneth Slovall. Coach A
Michael VanGaasbeek. Greg Kell

nny Kopack.
Manley,
acob1.

the junior high team,
game. Austin played

-i
Is it harder to play
teams here or in
Korea?
Subiaco, because
in Korea everyone
is focused only on
soccer, making it

easier to play.
Kye Hoon Jo
Who is your
favorite team to
play?
Wickes
Gr g Frtii

Coach Edwin Disang came to
Subiaco January, 2009, as a dean
and the head soccer coach.
Disang played for the national
soccer team in his home country
of Botswana. He then played
three years at Wallace
Community College and two
years at Grand View University.
Mr. Disang then coached at St.
Ambrose University before
making it here to Subiaco Last
year, he led the team to state.

8111mg: Coach Chris Buric:e, Jun Tae Ko, Hyung Man Bae. Seok Young ~im,
Alec Rheams, Pablo Belden, Ho Lee, Guillermo Rodnguez. Coach Edwin

St~~~~~; Jake Kim, Sung Soon Yim, Dong Gean Shin. Luis Zertuche, Minsoo
Kim. Kye Hoon Jo.

i1. The field was sloppy but the team
finally got there the last week of
February. Zach Yielding, a freshman,

kneels to get a better chance of calching ._____
the ball
2. Joey Sayre excerts himself as he
releases a fast ball right down the
middle

February means field
practices tor the baseball
team• usually. The team
practices fielding, defensive
plays and catching pop flys.
Snow and rain In January
and February made it nearly
impossible to even walk on

,._+

Room is very
the Gre
hat we
. It i
frustr
can do during practice and it's
often very crowded," said
Blake Wallis, a junior
outfielder. "We have several
th ings that we need to
accomplish but they cannot
be done while we are in the
Green Room."

"Practicing in the Green
Room every day is
hard. We practice the
same drills, which gets
very boring. •
NickPowetl
There is always a positive
side. Coach A.J. Jeu
said,"When I was living in
Houston and playing
baseball, I never had to face
this type of weather. I am
slowly getting used to it and I
believe the players are still
learning even though we are
in the Green Room. We get to
work on our pitching and
hitting which is a big thing for
us this year."

Front row: Nicholas Timmerman. Zack Yielding, Aaron Flake, Seth Drewry,
Austin Breed, Eli Schluterman, Lucas Koch, Chns Siebenmorgen
M1ddle row: Austin Moreau, Daniel Mora, Ernie Decker, Stephen Liuzza,

Greg Kelley, Kyle Kremers, Beau Lacerte, Joey Sayre
Back row: Joe Kramer, Coach Chris Harrison, Keith Dunn. Allen Harrison,
Brian Donnelly, Michael Kasbarian, Hunter Shanks, Jody Chauvin. Hasten
Freeman, Blake Wallis, Manager Abe Alexander, Nick Powell. Eric
S1ebenmorgen, Coach A.J. Jeu

Daniel Mora

Stephen Liuzza
You have come such a long way and accomplished so much.
You are lrlll y a blessing to us and we are so pro ud of you'
Alway remember. nothing is impos ible with God.

Cathal Gilntore

Congratul ations, Catha! , on your wonderful achi evements to date. \Ve a re so proud of you
havi ng such perseve ran ce a nd tcnacily to keep goin g aft er the long a nd winding road you've
been through lo get to this le,·el (i.e. th ree different boarding schools which was neve r pa rt of
our pla n). Arter your sc hool experience in Mississippi a nd the devas tating Hurrica ne Katrina
that virtually destroyed the school, it totally dis rupt ed our plans for your schoolin g.Thank God
yo u were/are ali ve and well and li ved to tell the talc. O n your third boardin g school, Subiaco,
) ' OU ha ve finall y come to this stage, graduation. Ha ving maintained th e honor roll right through
all your schools despit e the frequ ent cha nges and obstacles met on your way. \ Ve a re so proud of
yo u, Cath a!, graduating with honors a nd never wavering th roughout. We wis h yo u every
success in the future and keep up lh e good work. \ Ve lo\'e you dea rly and remembe r the sky is
th e limit.

Love,
Mom and Dad

athan Fre

Chris Trachier

Allen Freeland
We are proud of you and
we love you!

It seems li ke yesterday that yo u came
home from pre-school ready to start
at Subi. Now here you are a young man

graduating. Congratulati ons
to you - 3 Generations of
Subi graduates!
We're all so proud of yo u 1
Love,
Mom. Shawn.

We arc so proud of all you
have accomplished at
Subiaco! Congratulations!
With a ll of our love,
Mom, Dad
Marcus, Nick & Mary

Bro. Glenn, Mrs. Eva
and the Dumas United Methodist Church
"For God so lo1·ed the world, rlwt he ga \'e his only begotten S011.
rhar whosoner be/ie1•etl1 in him should not perish. but hare
eiierlasti11g life."
John3 : 16

Michael Kasbarian

from "The Measure of a Man"
Artist: 4Him
This worltl ca11 mwly::.e alld si::.e you up and throw you 011 the scales.
They can J.Q. you mu/ nm you through their rigorous de/ails.
They can do their best to rate you mu/ they'll place you 011 the d,ar/!).
Ami then bad it up ll'ith sciemiflc smarts.
Bw ,here's more 10 whm you're worth rlum their hunum eye can see.

I say the measure of a uum is 1101 how raff you .fitallll. ho\\' weallhy or imeJtigem you are,
'Cause /'1·e found ou the mesure of a 111011 God J..11m1·s mu/ understands,
For I-le fooks inside to rite bottom of your heart.
And what's i11 rhe heart defines 1he measure of a man .

Joh.n.ath.a.n. rfl.!.,.od~
cf'ce-9(._J to 8en.J.o'c.

"Wo'ticJollfulltJ. u.n.d ptu1.cefui/#., l<.nowin9 th.a.I 't:19/r.t th.ouglr.t~ u.n.d 't:19/r.t
effou~ will incvi.tal,'tJ. h't:in9 al,ou.t 't:19/r.t 'C~ult~.
J)ccam lofts d<cea.nu, u.n.d ~ 3ou d<ccam,
~ 3ou ~h.u.11 hccomc.
::You'C vuion i~ th.e p'Combc of wh.at 3ou ~h.ail
one dl1/I /,e; 3ou'C ideal u th.e p<coph.""{/- of wh.a.t
3ou ~h.u.11 a.t la.~t unveil.
ef,.ewh.3ou'C vuio~; ch.ewh.3ou'C idtu1.l!..
ef,.ewh. th.c mu.~ic th.at ~tiu in 3ou'C h.ea.'Ct, th.e
htuJ.JJ.t3 th.a.I fot:.11u in 3ou'C mind, th.e IDvclin.c~~
th.at d<capa 3ou'C pu'Cc~t th.ou9/r.t~.
fo<c ou.t of th.em will ,:tow deli.9/r.tfol condition~.
a.ll h.tu1.vcn'tJ. cnvi'Conmcnt.
(}f th.ex, if3ou hu.t 'Cema.in ttlu to th.em,
3ou'C wo'Cld will at l~t he l,ui.lt. ··
•/J-ama cfillcn-

l

Michael. yo u have always "measured up" in our eyes, because what is inside you is the sou l of a warm.
caring, funny, decent and loving person. We are so proud of all your accomplishments, both great and
small. Your family loves you and will alway stand behind you, whatever path you choose to walk.
Always stretch yourself physically and mentally. Never be content with complacency, but do take time
to stop and smell the nowers along the road of life, and listen to the music of the universe.
May the peace and love of God.
which surpasses all understanding.
be yours always.
Much love and many blessings.
Mom, Dad, and Christy
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We a.'Ce ~ p<cou.d of3oul
<:/1.ocft, J)a.d, (/{enc, JJu~ta, th.e 8utcu ofcftc'C"tf. c9 3ou'C 8t. /)-oh.rt •~(uand~

c9 <fa.mi.'tJ.

athan Frederick
You were 6 year"\ old when you came into my life. so I ha\·e gotten
to watch you groy.. into a ~mart. handsome. lo\' ing young man.

\Ve might no1 ha, e al\\ ays seen eye to eye over the ye~. but I
alway~ loved you like you
were my Q\l,n son and sti ll do.
No matter where li fe lead:, you.
you will always be fami ly to
me. and you will always have
your si1iter. I am excited to see

K

Jonathon Alan Seaver
Life i, an advcmurc in learning. discover it. li ve it. ,a\·or it. love! it. Always believe in }Ourself
and always remember that your family loves you very much!!

whal the fu ture hold, for you.

Love Alway~
Leighann and Charly Belh

Congratulations
to the

Class of '10

-

We are proud of the fine young man that you have become whi le

at Sub iaco. You have always been a loving and cari ng person but
now ha,e a matu rity and sense of respo nsi bility to ensure your
future succe1-,s. We love you.
Mom, Dad. Renee and Stephen

Words are not enough to tell you how
proud we are of you! These last four
years have been interesting, 10 say the
least. It's such a joy LO see wha1 a
wonderful young man you have
become.

Congratulations
Daniel
You are a good son.
a , mart son and
a strong son.
You can do anyt hin g
you wa ni to do because
you are good e nough.
~mart e nough.
and stro ng enoug h.

We are gra teful
\\.e have been part of your li fe.
We are all proud of ;ou.

eNe. Her<ihel. Mom ma. Grandma.
Mom and Dad

For I kno\\ \\CII the plan, I have 10 mind for you. <.ays
the LORD, plan<. for your \\Clfare. not for woe ! phm,
toti\C you a future full of hope. When you crtll me.

when )'l'll go to pray to me. I wil11is1en to you. When
you lool.. for me, you will find me. Ye\, when )OU
\Cd.: me with all your hean.

Allen Freeland

Peter Hays

"Ac1ualh. all ed11cllfio11 is self-education.

A rellch~r is only a guide, to poi111 out the
wav. and no school, 110 marter hon· excel/em.
cm-, gil•e you a11 ed11catio11. What yo11 receive
i.\· like the 0111/ines in a child's colorin g book.

You must Jill in !he colors yourself"
Louis L'Amour
Now go forth and begin to color in lhosc
pages that you have received as you add new
ou1line\ to the book of life.

We are proud of you.
Love.

Mom and Dad

to

Ethan David
Ruesewald
and the

Uncle Fritz Ruesewald '78. Ted Ruesewald '80, Uncle
Ed Rue;ewald '81. Uncle Andy Ruesewald '82 and
Uncle Don Rue ewald '84

When you were just a few
months old, we took you to
Subi for the first time. Over
the years we've hiked to the
Ridges , to St. Peter's Chair, and
all over the "Hill" we love so
much. We returned for Dad's
class reunions and Camp
Subiaco. We hoped you would
love Subi as much as we did.
When it was your turn to go,
you jumped in, becaume part of
a larger family, and Subiaco
became your second home.
Over the years, we've watched
you become a ... Subi Man.
We're proud of your
achievements and the
friends hips you have made.
We're proud of who and what
you have become. And we
watch with anticipation and
pride on where you go from
here.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Grandfather Fred L. Ruesewald '47
94

95

13 c r1

Jay
l'" e ri rl ric;.!r

c:ol.b c r t

Our love and prayers go to the Class of 2010.
Clay, Katl1erine. Abigail, Rachel , Caroline,
Hannah and Madeleine Colbert

upported your ac

17 years. Your graduation give\ u~ a
hance to think back and remi nbce a
O\\

much you have grown. what you

ave achieved. and hO\\ lucky we are to
ave you in our mid<.;L. Congratulation.,

n your graduation. and we look forwa rd
o many great thing\ and great time'i to

Ben,
Even if all my sisters were brothers, you'd still be my
favorite. I like being around you.
Caroline

Sam Brooks
Reloaded and Beady

Sam.
We are so proud of you.
You are an incredible son.
brother, and friend.
Much love,
Mom and Jack
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Alexander. Abe 13. 20. 46. 68, 76, 77. 85

Darr.Josh 16, 24, 25, 50, 69. 79, 97
Decker. Ernie 24. 27. 34, 56. 66, 67, 85. 97
DeS&lvo, Oominlc 2. 6. 12, 38. 70
Dickson. John 49, 80, 99
Didion. Bric 10, 21. 42, 45
Donnelly, Brian 58, 65. 79, 85
Doss, Darrell 43, 44
Drewry, Seth 46, 62, 76, 80. 81, 85
Dunham. Daniel 19, 21, 49, 78, 77
Dunn, Keith 8, 38, 41. 74

Haddock. Jacob 39, 56, 63, 68
Hall. Jameson 46, 58, 63. 80
Han. Myung Hyun 39, 83
Harrison, Allen 8, 20, 39, 65, 74. 75. 85
Bart.man. Thomas 39, 58
Bays, Peter 6, 14, 34, 95
Bekel, Elijah 3, 12, 49, 63, 68
Helms, Quintin 6, 22, 49
Holt, Kristian 49, 80
Hong, Haneul 4, 42, 43, 64
Hong, Ta.e Yang 3, 8, 9, 11, 39, 52, 64
Horn, Jackson 6, 7, 20. 46, 63
Hull,Bryce42
Hurd,Rlley42
Hurst, K&mron 49, 76, 80, 81

Arayakl.t!pong.Allen 10, 42. 53.64. 66, 67. 98

Armstrong, Jayme 42. 68

B
Bae, Hyung Man 64.82
Bates. Devtn 46. 76. 80
Beck. Austin 5. 49, 68. 63
Belden, Pablo 46, 47, 84, 82, 83, 86

Berry. M.lch&el 42, 43. 74, 75, 78
Boyer, Zach 10, 22, 38, 39, 50. 65, 69. 67, 99
Bramucct Zach 38, 41. 53, 78, 70
Br&nch. Ila.son 24. 26, 60. 63

Breed. Austtn 46, 76. 80, 85
Brooks. Homer 42. 44. 98. 99
Brook.!. Sam 6. 7. 63. 96

Bullock. Ian 49. 60
Burney. Boaz 42
Burrow. Jacob 46. 64. 98

Burt Josh 24. 26. 66. 67
Bur\. lhtt 22. 38. 39. 58. 78. 98

C
Chang. Jun Young 9, 38,39, 69, 64. 65. 83
Chanoine.Joe 13. 42, 43, 47, 65, 89. 83
Ch&uvtn. Jody 42. 52. 60. 89, 85. 98
Cho. Joon Hyung 46
Chung, Woo Hoon 3, 26. 34. 52, 64, 83, 99
Colbert Ben 24, 62, 56, 99
Coma.cho, Josef 42. 43
Crotty. Roben 6, 14. 21, 42, 43, 45

E
Elder, Robert 38, 41, 66, 67, 74, 98
Epping, Kenny 2, 34, 92
Eveld, Cody 49, 76, 80, 81

F
Pang. Toby 14, 38, 39, 52. 64, 68
Fisher, 11.lch&el 25, 27. 34, 68
Plake,A&ron 13,46.47,59, 76. 77.85
Florek, John 42, 69, 73
Ford. Dylan 19, 49, 56, 67, 99
Powler. Logan 49
Frederick. Grega, 38, 60, 66. 67, 83, 98
Frederick. Nathan 14, 21, 34. 88. 92
Freeland. Allen 3. 15, 23. 28, 34. 62.
65, 79, 94. 96, 97, 100
Freeman, Hasten 17, 39, 41. 53, 74, 76 78, 85
Pulmer,Jeffrey8, 46

G
G&rell de Alb&, Rodr!So 6. 28, 64. 73
Gieselman. Jeremlah 25. 35, 65, 69. 78
Gilmore, CMhal 26. 29, 61. 64, 65, 68, 70. 72, 73, 79, 89
Gilmore, Pe&rgal 39, 62,64, 66, 68
Goodson, Taylor 17, 39, 41, 85
Greene. Skylar 21. 49
Guisr., Luke 42, 46, 74

J
Jacobi, Ben 46, 61, 68, 80, 98
Jang, Jlnho 43, 52, 56
Jaung, SungHwan 9, 39,64, 67. 83
Jo, Kye Hoon 9, 43. 64, 68. 82
Johns. Taylor 39. 66, 67. 69. 83
Jun, Baro 3, 24, 26, 64, 79, 68, 83, 97

K
K&lesh. Ricky 46, 68
Kasbarlan, Michael 26, 69, 73, 90, 97
Kelley, Greg 46, 47, 69, 76, 77, 80, 85
Kendrick, Jay IO
Kidd, Chance 30, 34, 63, 55, 79
Kim, Jake 8, 9, 48, 48.64, 82
Kim. JI Hon& 8. 9, 43
Kim, Mlnsoo 39, 40, 64, 68, 82
Klm, Robert 43, 47, 48, 84. 76, 83
Kim, Seok Yol.lllg43,,64 82
Ko, Jimmy 26, 30. 55,64. 83

Ko, Jun·Ta.e 43, 64. 68, 82
Koch, Lucas 4, 5, 47, 80, 85
Kopack, Danny 5, 47, 80
Kramer.Joseph 63, 85
Kremers, Kyle 43, 66, 86
Kuna, Garrett 21, 43. 47, 68
Kwon, Ho Jin 8. 9, 40
Kyle, James 40, 63

p

T

Pagel, Derek 40, 41, 99
Park, Parker 24, 31, 55, 62, 64, 83, 99
Parks, Johnathon 42, 44, 61, 74, 79
Peters, Robert 22, 48, 80
Piechocki. Grant 40, 63, 68, 86
Pollnskey, Jake 43, 44. 45
Powell. Nick 16, 20, 21, 31. 57, 65. 79, 85

Taylor, Frank 44, 55
Thomas,J.P. 40. 64, 66. 68. 81, 98,99
Timmerman, Nicholas 44, 69, 74, 85
Tobin, Elliott 22. 24. 33, 60, 62, 85, 74
Trachler, Chris 65, 65. 83, 89
Tran, Matthew 48. 62, 63, 76
Truemper, Sam 67
Turney. Toby 6, 44, 45, 63, 68

L
Lacerte, Beau 48, 47, 61, 89, 72, 76, 99
Leavey, Patrick 11, 21, 47
LeBas, Jack 47
Led!eu, Eric 49, 60, 63, 64,67. 80
Lee, Ho 3, 39, 40, 52, 84, 82
Lee, Hobin 23, 30, 34, 55, 69, 64, 66, 87, 98. 97
Lee. Jin 11, 24. 25, 30, 98
Lee, Kevin 11, 14, 16, 26, 30, 50, 68
Little, Justin 47
Liuzza, Stephen 1, 24, 31, 57, 66, 67, 72, 85, 88, 97

M
Manley, Logan 13, 47, 49, 56, 62, 80, 98
Marconi, John 43, 67
.Marconi, Matthew 43, 45. 67
Mareum, Bradley 47
Marshall, Gll8e 2, 47, 48, 73, 80, 81
Medina,Urlel3, 14
Mora, Daniel 43, 45, 63, 68. 86, 98
Moreau, Austin 2, S, 43, 45, 74, 85
Myers, Daniel 44, 74

N
Nehus. Jacob 19, 38. 40, 78
Nehus, L&yton 48, 65, 68, 76

0
Osborne. Conan 69
Osep&. Michael 39. 40, 65, 68, 99

R

V

Raju,Reno44, 74
Rheams. Alec 21, 39, 40, 53, 82
Rhodes. Johnathan 24. 31, 34, 60, 69, 66, 67.
91,97
Riggio, John Davtd 2. 48, 86
Rod.rtguez. Gulllermo 49, 53, 64, 80, 82
Ruesewald. Ethan 24, 25, 65, 79
Rule, Cassell 11, 13, 48

V&lenzuela·Al101a, Manuel 44, 64, 73, 78, 83
VanGaasbeek, Michael 12, 48, 65, 80
Vechar, Sergey 49, 64, 80
Vierthaler, Abe 44, 45

s
Salley, Mickell 40, 65, 70, 74,
Sayre, Joey 22, 39, 40, 58, 85
Schluterman. Ell 5, 47, 48, 80, 85
Schluterman, Tyler 40, 66, 68, 72
Seaver.Jonathon 8, 14, 32, 34, 56, 69, 83, 97
Seo, Ryan 24, 64, 64
Shanks, Hunter 2, 6, 20, 21, 32, 34, 79. 85, 97
Shln, DongGeon 40, 41, 52, 53, 60, 64, 66. 67,
82,98
Slebenmorgen, Chris 40, 41, 65, 71, 85
Siebenmorgen, Eric 4, 48, 76, 85
Sims, Branton 43, 44, 74
Song, Seung Hoon 14, 40, 41, 43, 59, 64
Song, Young Joo 44, 56, 64, 83
Sorey, Ell 44, 68
Stenberg, Rian 9, 40. 41, 59
Sultani, George 40, 52
Sun, Bokun 40, 41, 55, 64
Sweet Austin 6, 10, 48, 64, 80

w
Wallls. Blake 40, 56, 59, 65, 69, 85
Walt.era, Keon 34, 56, 74, 78, 97
Walters. Me.rquls 44, 45, 74, 78
Welgant, Patrick 5, 8, 40. 52, 65
White. Danny 2, 8, 21, 25, 33, 65, 65,
73, 79, 83, 92
Willems,Joe21,48
Winterberg, Austin 48, 68, 76

y
Yielding, Zach 13, 21, 48, 58, 85, 98
Yoo, Je Young 44, 64, 68, 83
Yoo, Jin Bwan 44
Ylln, Sung Soon 67, 82

z
Zee, Byong Goo 24, 33, 64, 97
Zertuche, Luis 3, 44, 84. 60

The 201 O PAX Yearbook is a
publication of Subiaco Academy,
405 N. Subiaco Ave. , Subiaco,
Arkansas 72865. A total of 200
books were printed by Jostens
Publishing Company in Topeka,
Kansas. Portraits were taken by
Life Touch in Little Rock,
Arkansas. Most candid photos
were taken by members of the
PAX staff, adviser and students
enrolled in journalism.
Type fonts used for copy and
headlines included Typewriter
and
Helvetica,
Condensed,
Times.
Member: Arkansas Scholastic
Press Association
Editors: Allen Freeland, Joey
Sayre
Advisor: Mrs. Hermina Fox
Plant Consultant: Lori Wishert
School Representative: Randy
Joe Hamilton
Cover: High Gloss Custom Litho
Cover
Senior Portraits: Prestige Portraits
Thanks to Br. Ephrem O'Bryan
and Amanda Darr for the pictures
they contributed to the yearbook,
to Br. Jude Schmitt and Bob
Shelton for computer help, to the
faculty and staff for their
continued support and allowing us
to interrupt classes.

I liked being in Journalism.

was fun at times but 1t was
hard most of the time. The
deadlines were hard to get
done but we still got them. It
challenged me to get around
and be active around the
campus and to get pictures of
people and get quotes. lt was
especially hard for only two

people to be working on it but
we finished. At first l didn't
think I was going to make it in

100

this class but l did, and I was
glad I stuck with this class to
the end.

Journalism was an eye•
opening experience for me. It
showed me just how much
work went

into making the

PAX. Without the constant
bickenng of Mrs. Fox, t doubt
that Joey and I would have
been able to complete the
PAX in time. We started out
with four students in PAX but
by the end of the yearbook we
were down to two. We were
able to survive the stressing
deadlines and Mrs. Fox.
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Hci i seaMQUake
,... ,11<1 a magnitude

70-isdeclared by tne
United Nations al the

teens more than

typlcal Hu viruses.
Hand sanitizer iS a
commonplace Sight
1n Classrooms and
other public.spaces

: , The Armed Forces
Network bfOEtdcasts
five NBA games
to U.S. troops on
Chnstmas Day
The NBA gives
lhe AFN broadcasl
"'71tsloffree

o:::e

fuel opbOnSas the
numberolbKxflesel

0

During October. Breast Cancer Awareness
Month. pink productS are everywhere: from
pnnlers 10 power tools snowboards to golf
balls. blow df'ye~ to water bottles

Tum off the fights when no one's in the room.
Carry a reusable tote bag when you go shopping,
Bike or walk instead of driving.
Get a reusable metal water bottle.
Unplug and shut down electronic devices when not in use.
Buy music online instead of purchasing CDs.
Use rechargeable baHeries instead of disposables.
Replace standard light bulbs with compact fluorescent bulbs.
In winter, tum down the heat and wear more layers.
In summer, set your air conditioner thermostat to 7~ or higher.

==~;:~' :,

:re:a:a:
Al 40. Favre cootmues lO rewnte

the record books. 1ncludlng the most•
consecubve regular-season games

2008 Wimbledon final :

Rafael Nadal vs. Roger Federer
Super Bowl XUII:

Steelers 27, Cardinals 23
World Serles 2001 , Game 7:
Diamondbacks 3, Yankees 2
2007 Fiesta Bowl:

Boise State 43, Oklahoma 42
2006 Rose Bowl:
Texas 41, USC 38

2008 Olympics:
100-meter men's butterfty, Michael Phelps
2009 Big East tournament:
Syracuse 127, UConn 11 7 (6

on

Super Bowl XLII:
Giants 17. Patriots 14
2002 NBA West finals, Game 7:
Lakers 112, Kings 106 (On
2005 UEFA Champions League final:
Liverpool beats AC Milan

:,=~v:~

Rock Band at the
MTVs People's ChoiCe
Awards. Lead singer
HayleyWr.lllemskBJ)l
in 10uCn by Tweehng
wrth lan.s U,roughout
the awards program

O

raylOfSWtfthasan
amezingyearW1th
four CMA Awards
and !he Grammy
for Best Allum of
lheYea,

Fearless, Taylor Swift
I Dreamed a Dream, Susan Boyle
Number Ones, Michael Jackson
The Fame, Lady GaGa
My Christmas, Andrea Bocelli

Hannah Montana: The Movie Soundtrack,
Hannah Montana
The E.N.D., Black Eyed Peas
Relapse, Eminem
The Blueprint 3, Jay-Z
Only By the Night, Kings of Leon

RockBandlS a
smash hn among
teens. parents and
even grard;)arents!

o::x:~SOON
lheGolden~
for Best Musical or
ComedyTelevlslon
Senes over such

veteran shows as
TheOflice. 30Rock
and Entourage.

s. Pokemon Platinum Version
• Mario Kart Wii
5 . Resident Evil 5 (Xbox 360)

s. HaloWars
ta Street Fighter IV

--

Avatar overtakes
Titanic to become
the highest-grossing
movie ever worklwlde
at S1 .859 b1nlon.

1. How the Grinch Stole Christmas 1.
2. Cast Away
2.
Mrssion: Impossible If
3.
Gladiator
4.
What Women Want
5.
The Perfect Storm
6.
7. Meet the Parents
7.
8. X-Men
a.
9. Sca,y Movie
9.
1 o. W'hat Lies Beneath
1O.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Avatar
Transformers: Revenge of the Fa/fen
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
The Twilight Saga: New Moon
Up

The Hangover
StarTrek
The Blind Side
Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Squeakquef
Monsters Vs. Aliens

Skinny jeans
Big '80s shoulders
• Over-the-knee boots
Graphic tees
Hoodies

■

Animal prints
Rachel Roy bags
Ripped jeans
'90s grunge
Flared jeans

crave readers ltke

Amazons Kindle and
!he Sony Reader

0

In January 2010.
empkrymenl
rates hit a record low

c'26.2~ d1Je

0

Pass !he potatoes. please Busy farlll!teS
are cul'llf'IQ back on expensive take-out
meals and making t11ne 10 SIi down togettier
for healthier. home-cooked family dinners.

